istratioli, which controls the government ill
lavor of the bondholder; or in other words,
• lie bondholders control the
government in
tavor ot themselves.
Who are responsible
lor the acts ol the administration? (ientle-

Farm, Garden, and Household,
osm

r.v

iJ \>

<

pltnam simoxton.

nien, it is you, the

Our triends who may have

communications, ob*
anything of interest,

nervations, facts, suggestions, or
to this department, are requested to commuthe same to Dr. I’utnam Slmonton, Searsport, who
will prepare the same tor publication, it of sullicicnt im
portancc.

pertaining
m< ate

THE FOE IN THE HOUSEHOLD.
article we spoke of malaria. a' a word signifying had air,—air made bad by
ome poison in it derived from the decay of vegeM \i.\i;ia.

In

recent

a

table and animal substance-,

Wo

spoke

be

a

also of its

it shall not escape into the air, renders it inert and
tine, dry dirt is cheap and perfect bottles
for that purpose.
And mind this. Many think this danger exists

to

sort

tion;

about it.

this elas* of diseases, such as
l ine
typhoid, intermittent, and some forms of
biliou- fever*: cholera, cholera morbus, some kinds
ot dysentery. A<\, arise entirely from, never withPm

\

\

i ion

A*

thi- malaria as their cause, to remove the ma.ria by removing the conditions which produce it
the decay of vegetable and animal substances
would seem to be the true and certain prevention.

out

do thi* is to rid the world of

I

one

of it* greatest
can be

This in part cannot, and in part

1'itrgc*..

doin'.
those

frequent places, as
large -vvamps like the Pontine marshes of Home
uni th«»u-amls in our own country, whieh do not
It

iimot hi

done

m

rood drainage and cultivation. Hence such
mu-1 always he malarial and uuhealthtul districts,
tie
oily remedy against whose poisonous air is to
not

:ft

from them

tar

a-

possible.

as

iv-ideme, either

e

S<» that in select-

permanent

a

or a

temporary

all the diflcreiice there is between
misfortune, lit* ami death, getting or
Il.»w many have we known
-I into-u.-li place-.
P

ai

make-

l■»rii«11e and

hom the poet sung :
—”
Pi- di-tance lands enchantment t»» the view
i a.. healthy place-, under some supposed advantages. t*»r malarial ones in the south or west
>.
fearful diseases arc as sur*- to lurk and
w
vv

i-t«ai upon them as -ummer to return.
And al.-o in vour natal places, you may do much
a\oid tho»c complaints by selecting your ivsi1'eiuoN ed
ne,
a-possible from marshy bogs
Ami here is a
and stagnant w aters, of all kinds.
1

worth knowing: V resideuee near, and on a
w ith malarial places is not worse than one at
For the
-■mil distance and elevated above them.

t.n-i

el

\

A ummer whieh generate the poisons rarefytie air, « atHe them t » float off and into the upair. ami leave the lower ones healthier than the
A mil* from tin places where malaria
other-.
ii

it-

•

::

breed-, ami hundreds of fed above them, you will
tiii. 1 peopi.* sick ami dying of those diseases equally
\itlj p*i-on- near tin in: an anomaly whieh causes
many to doubt of their origin : hut the poison wafl>1 >11 11.* wings of the air make- it plain. So, too,
Mil >-ut -ide- of malarial places will be unequally
!ed. aeeording to the direction of the plevailwiml- at that season. We have known many
undies on the southern side of a large pond down

.(!•■■

1

,ih typhoid fever at the .-aim* time, and none on
northern -id* .—the wind blowing towards the
kly sid«

.*

I,tll mala! la is generated in a thousand ways
,md places which a little knowledge and labor, lftay
il\ prevent. As previously stated, this poison
l..nn- wherever these conditions are present; vege
.ildi- and animal substances in a state of decay,

with requisite heat and moisture. Any stagnant
po>d, large or small; bad cellars’, sink outlets, and
in general, the water for household use
with those poison- —all may be, and often
i;.
wilful M-urees ol those fell disease-. Here is
im poinl.
While writing this article we are
:.
!,<■(!
three -even ea-es of typhoid fever in one
family li.«-iwg only these local causes; the cellar
damp and mouldy, the cellar window* in, and no
I?

do}

mi-

d

e

i<

tin

eiwii .iion

v

.ill

n.

a

hav'ing been elearputrid as to be highly

ll-vvater. in>t

vv<

long

time,

-o

ill the household.
times have vva known in the same
ho.-.i —all tin external conditions the same
tin
riptim fill til i«« I—“tvs.* women shall be
h iiii:; a! lie mill; <*ne shall be taken, and the
!i>
beean-e one violated the laws of health
left
to

uaWst on

Viid many

■

allowing llies*- poison* to spring and
-md around tin premises; the other timely removing the eau-’-, escaped the effects of the
.onl Id.* b\

ft

-i. r

In

poisons.
person know those poisitbiu their doors, so as to
warned l" remove them? The animal senses
Ibr two wise purpose^; to give pleasure in the

I low

hall tin

on- are

ii

>f

<

breeding

average

at,

them and to

oi

vv

warn

of

danger.

Whenever,

eibre. sight-hows these m< mldy .decay ing things,
or mildew which is
only those spores or germs,
around, or the smell discovers offensive odors,—
warned that it mean* malaria which may any
moment strike you and the loved ones of the housew>

■

Wells
\. vt to pure cellar*, see to tin* water.
and springs receive their water from their surroundings, ami so. at last, must be highly charged
tor healthfulness as well as
w iili malarial mailer,
taste, nothing equals good cistern water, as see in
column proof from official documents.
La*! but hot least the sink and privy apartments

in*\t

the great home sources of these diseases. Mauy
me?—many of them fatal—have vve known of malarial fevers and dysenteries arising entirely from

are

those
uniit

causes, and which would not yield to treatiill those causes, after much persuasion, were

removed.
n

III

M IIUM III”

llllfTH*

IIIIIIM > l"

IllUlld''

il UNI 1*1

mtii'h account—except in the privy
uiaitcr which is of vast
importance;—for as shown
respecting bogs ami ponds, the wind wafts those
poisons, hither and thither, at considerable dis-

i"

o

utl is ,ii not

lienee llictruelhingis, after
putting them,
decency's sake, as far off as possible, to thoroughly cover tin heaps with tilings which readily absorb
htnci'-

for

tin

poisonous

as frequently as the least ofperceived. For litis purpose nothbetter, nothing so cheap, as tine dry

gases,

ten-ive odor is
ing

i- any

a loamy or clayey character.
This freely
strewed over and arontld the slop and private

earth ol

places every few days, especially during summer
and autumn, would yield at least three immense
prolits and blessings: A fertilizer as rich as guano;
tin great luxury arising from pure things: a household happy, because tree from the woes which
sickness—too often death—inevitably bring where
the laws of health are violated.
Such disinfectants as ashes, line chareoul, chloride of lime, carltonic acid, Ac., are highly useful;
but they cost something, and are not much better
ban line, dry earth—even for purifying the vessel*
of sick rooms. To bottle up the gaseous malaria so
I

With music mixed of love and wail.
Flooded the hollows of the dale.

O sunrise dim with mist and cloud!
0 head in speechless sorrow bowed!
(> golden hair in leaden shroud!

human subjects—malaria. Hence the danger for a
time increases with rains, and ceases not till the
earth by radiation reduces its heat below the fer-

The bird has sought a warmer sky,
The copse is felled, the rill is dry,
1 sit alone, but, still I die,

menting point.

There still will gleam through tearful mist
A bracelet on a taper wrist,
Five jacinths and an amethyst.
f

Wo are indebted to Hon. Caleb Cushing, of Wash"
latest Report of the Commissioner of
Tt is a work full of valuable information; is a bank of knowledge upon which vve shall

iugton, for the
Agriculture.

give our readers a check. Here is one of them,
every word of which, from our own family and
much other experience, we endorse as being true
often

as

gospel.
HAIN

WA I tn :

A preventive for Cholera and Summer

DAVID ARRETT’S GHOST.
(From the Chicago Journal.)
David Arrctt had

a ghost.
peculiar, personal property, it
gradually became a relentless, persecuting

As his own

ghost—a'noiseless, shapeless, tireless phantom
floating around him by day and by night, by

com-

plaints.
‘•With great unanimity, medical reports, front
ditlhrent countries in regard to cholera and like
epidemics, state that attacks were rare, and still
families and communities
more rarely fatal, in
which used only rain water for all purposes, even
in the most severely afflicted localities of both
Europe and America; while these epidemics were
as uniformly fatal among those who used only earth

sunlight, moonlight, gaslight, by light of all
kinds, and ever casting an undefined shadow
across his path, so that his eyes never escaped
the knowledge of its presence. So long had
this ghost been his close companion that he
looked for it in all places, at first with dread
apprehension, and finally with chilling certainty, and so by degrees became a man noted
for the strange habit of suddenly turning his
head to the right or left or behind him, as if
seeking somebody or something he expected,
yet did not wish to see; and seeing what he
feared, looking away with a shudder. This

water; so that the conclusions are unmistakable
and important that rain water prevents while earth characteristic made him an odd and marked
water provokes epidentie attaeks. A French com- person at parties, where he seldom went—in
missioner of health, writing upon this subject some crowds, which he seemed to seek for relief—
or alone on the street, where his head moved
years since, said:
Not one knew the cause of
It lias been clearly ascertained, both in Paris and as if on a pivot.
elsewhere, that raiii water is a prophylactic anti- these remarkable actions ; his friends, charitdote to cholera; and that the disease was not provably disposed toward the afflicted fellow,
ed an epidemic in any city where rain water was
called his disease a “nervous affection,” anil
exclusively used.
him with generous pity.
And he goes on earnestly to recommend “to all regarded
So David Arrctt continually
struggled
the
use
of
rain
at
whatcommunities
water,
general
against, yet ever carried about his ghost,
ever cost it may be secured.”
whose shadow, invisible to every one byt
I>r. Iloblts, of Memphis, reports as follows:
himself, froze little by little, his stream of life,
By the exclusive use of cistern water, cholera with its tributary rivulets of hope, faith, genwill"disappear and not return. This is known from
ambition and love. This was the
both analysis and experience of over twenty years," erosity,
of a man not
uid he consequently recommends “that it should lie mental and physical condition
more than thirty-five years old.
used faithfully for all personal purposes."
Study him
from almost any point, and he was a mystery.
John Lee, of Cincinnati, writes as follows:
It is a verified fact, which will stand the test of He comes back to me from the past as 1 knew
lie strictest investigation, that the exclusive using him when we were together in the bank—he
if rain water for all purposes of drinking, cooking, a teller, I a book-keeper—five long years ago.
md battling, instead of hard or well water, is a sure I
forget his crime—if such it were—his punishin ventive of cholera and bowel complaints, and
his life of torment as I eventually knew
hat no town or city supplied exclusively with rain ment,
vater ever sutlers "seriously from epidemic ehol- it, and finally his relentless persecutor, the
l'hantom alw ays flitting before liis eyes. I see
■ra.”
him at the counter a man of common height,
HOW TO PRESERVE CIDER.
his fine auburn hair pushed back from his
In an article some weeks ago oil fruits as a niediforehead, his thin, white, beardless face full
•ine, we recommended eider as liiglily useful in of fine wrinkles, emotionless as marble; his
icrtain "bilious eoniiilaints." Since then, many hazel eyes,
frigid with the horror which they
persons, while commending our advice as confirm- tirelessly gazed, glance from side to side, or
'd by their personal experience—among them Col. at the little crowd before his window, while
if. and others oflliis city—desire to know the best he mechanically waits upon man after man.
ivay tu preserve eider from the hardness and acidity Now7 and then the thin lips close tightlv, as if
irisiug from excessive fermentation. This is an the body were racked with a sharp pain, and
clutch the money with a jerk,
important item, as, left to itself, in a few weeks it his long fingers
He
becomes too ‘'lull'd" lo he palatable, and in that as if he would tear it into fragments.
his work quietly, promptly, without sign
date will make, more and worse, diseases than it does
of weariness, day in and day out, month after
will cure. About four tilings are necessary.
month, growing paler, more gaunt, more
1. To be made of good apples fully ripe, tint neithgiven to reveries, and to the incomprehensible
er rotten nor frozen; not watered; both the press
glance he easts front side to side even while
md the straw to be free from all mould and other at work. He had no intimate
associates, kept
mpuritics.
bachelor’s apartments, and, out ot bank,
2. Vessels to contain it to he sweet and clean.
roved the streets at all times of night, as if
A- soon as it has worked moderately so as to
trying to wear his body down to nothing, and
have the right flavor, rack it off into other clean then slip of the fetters which bound him.
vessels, leaving all the dregs behind.
During our two years of labor together in the
4.
The very day you do No 11 tilings, add sitl- bank we had no conversation other than the
of the day and such inforjihite of lime according to tin* directions on the ordinary greetings
mation or instruction as the business required.
packages.
the same with the other clerks; yet
Last November, we prepared a half barrel of ci- It was
It was the
one liked and pitied him.
every
in
was
till
it
der in this way, kept it on top
gone
oddest of odd business companionships. It
June, and il remained to the last as good as new.
was often a question and study with me how
The effect of the sulphite of lime is to arrest the
it would end.
fermentation at the right stage, which it does withOne night we happened to be alone, and he
in tiujiiring the qualities or flavor of the eider; costs,
said to me suddenly, “You have noticed my
tingle package for it:! (JaK, 25 els.; by the I •<>/■ queer actions? You have-talked about them
17 ets.
with the other clerks at the hank, with people
Some, however, say they used sulphite of lime who knew mo ?”
md it ruined the cider. Quite likely; for when
Taken by surprise 1 stammered out an awkItanium sold eggs at $1 apiece as a wonderful ward admission of the truth of his conjecture.
“You know there must be a cause for them.
need, boasting afterwards ill a book of the fraud,
they hatched only common chickens; and the That cause 1 want to ojive you. I am an Ku»world is full of these lSaruums putting up food, lishman. In England 1 was a clerk—a ragged,

medicines, chemicals, and all sorts of tilings, with
names to bad tilings. We used the article preLast spring vve had an article— good
pared
by Itr. Jas. It. Nichols, Boston. He is a
vised
ad
i..
Yoi
it
t.Kf.i
Atts—
wherein
we
i.mu.
peris Editor of the Boston Journal of
chemist,
good
ilel drainage, the instant removal of all rubbish,
Chemistry which we have often commended, and
thorough ventilation all tin* time except in very
lias a reputation too precious to put a had article
tree/ing weather, whitewashing every part of it,
into the market. Be sure to get J. It. Nichols’ sulof
seen
hundreds
e
vve
then
have
A
Yet -in.
phite of lime—150 Congress St., Boston, Mass. Any
dwellings whose cellar windows have not yet been
druggist or grocer in your place can get it for you.
moved, and no other attempts made at cleanliness
DON’T PULL BEANS TO EARLY.
■ nd purification.
People have a right, perhaps, to
People go to extremes. Formerly beans were left
thU' slaughter themselves and families; but vve
submit whether it is not a shame and a crime, as too long standing, so as to he struck and hurt by
ress.*ry to tin fact, for ministers of the gospel to early frosts and lost by shelling out on the ground;
-land up at the funerals and declare, in the full now. to avoid those troubles, they are pulled too
bia/.e of light which science lias "shed on the suh- early. For though they ripen up in the stack so as
that these arc “the mysteries of Providence," lo look well and to pass muster in the market, they i
and pray, a* vve so often hear, that “He would stay all have an unripe taste, no more like the good old
the
-.urge vvitl> which lie is aillicting the people.” "pork and beans" which gladdened each Sunday
V- honest men they .should rather say with tin* morning of our boyhood, than daddies to-day are
late Lord Palmerston when the priesthood of the like their noble sires of “ye olden time.”
Forour table,the old-fashioned,small, white,wellUriti-d! realm petitioned him as Premier to call a
day of fasting and prayer that “God would be pleas- ripened bean is worth twice as much as the unripe,
ed lo remove the plague He had sent upon the na- poshy tiling that we get. Besides; standing too
tion." “I reject your petition for two reasons,” he long and too green in the stack, the vines mould
is containing a lie—for it is not God, but
and turn black, imparting bad flavor, if not disease,
iid ;
to the beans. As a good rule we say let themgrow
air own tillhiness fch.it. has made the plague; and
and ripen in tlie ground till in great danger from
os t > removing it, ashovel and one lb. of the chloride
a lime will effect more than the united prayers of
heavy frost, or loss from over-ripening.
the hierarchy of the world."
THE NEW ENGLAND FAIR.
hold «lovv n!
What to do.

I

Fair were the heavens when I kissed
The bracelet on her taper wrist,
Five jacinths and an amethyst.

And, as we lingered in the height
Through purple depths of summer night
Shone twinkling points of starry light.
And all things round gjew hushed and still,
Hut through t,lie hazel copse a rill
prevent
great dry
Still murmured, and one passionate thrill
The warm rains which succeed “dry
Of song from some late nightingale,
are
a little warm water to the

imiltiply in the blood,—producing cither way, a mentation.
large « la» of destructive diseases, a good type of times,” like
yeast,
which i- our common typhoid fevers. We named,
just what sets the other agoing. I'nder jijst such
showit*
sun* of the principles of
treatment;
circumstances—warm rains following dryness—oc• t;:r the
importance. a> great remedial agent*, of curs the jsotato rot which we conceive to be to that,
trcijnent battling amt good ventilation. Now Set what the plague, cholera, typhoid fevers, &o., are to
ll> see

THE BRACELET.

harmless;

only during drouths, is all over when rains come,
of yeast, and that no
nature,—supposed by
precautions arc then necessary. This
iting up a poisonous fermentation in the blood; I is a great and fatal error. Yeast in the dry state, or
others, as living spores or germs, whieli being diffused in much water, alike gives no fermentainhaled along with the air. mix with, and immenseso alike
earth ferand wet
some

NJJMBER

SEPTEMBER 23. 1869.
--

starving one, on fifty pounds a year. With
this princely income for support I married my
landlady’s daughter. She was a frail, feeble
little woman, but

as pretty
ing, confiding, thinking no

as a
one

picture, lov-

in the world

She worshipped me.
to her husband.
We were to live with her mother until our

equal

11.

",

truth. But twenty-four hours hcnee you’ll be
charitable.”
^
^
“IIow?”
“Out of pity I <Iiil not write to her; I did
not go to her; I did not love hew The news
of her coming did not awaken one emotion
in my heart. I had forgdtten I had a wife,
and I did not task my memory now. I cared
for nothing. Once in a while I wondered
where Mrs. Arrett was, what she was doing,
whether she was happy or miserable and
searching for me, or—well, it dou’t matter
what other questions came into my mind to
prick me sharply. In seven months the past,
near or far away, was seldom recalled. I was
in the bank then. One night, moonlighted, I
was strolling along alone, which I was startled
by observing, for the first time, that I was
followed by a shadow. It came to recogniI walked. It
tion suddenly, in advance,
seemed to descend from Ike air above. L was
I studied it in
frightened for a
every way and became qjmn. I took out my
memorandum and modVlhia entry”—going
to his desk and taking me book out of the
drawer: “11 p. m. MawFl8.f>9. A strange
optical delusion. I am folhwed by a shadow.”
“It was tour or
later—during
which I was tormented constantly wI^lMus
phantom—that I picked up a paper, a "c\^
York daily dated May 7, in the bank and running my eyes over its contents, I read the fol-

THE CAMPAIGN IN

OHIO.

Speech of George H. Pendleton-His Views
on the National Finances.
Mr. Pendleton, in his speech at his resi-

dence near Cincinnati on the lOtli inst., thus
refers to our national finances:
I have in my hand an official statement of
the receipts and expenditures of the federal
Treasury, published in pursuance of a law,
for the three months ending on the last day
of June, 1869. It shows the receipts to have
been, from taxation and sale of public lands,
$109,847,618.97, or reducing the amount collected in gold from the customs ($44,021,884.77) to currency, at 38 1-3 per cent, the
receipts for three months were $124,551,229.99, or more than $500,000,000 for the year at
the same rate. It. also shows that, in addition to this enormous amount from taxation,
there was realized from loans $44,952,422,20,
making a total for three months from all
sources, in currency, of $169,000,00o.
During the same time the expenditures are
stated for ordinary expenses at $66,011,024,
or reducing the interest on the public debt to
currency, $75,161,169, and for payment on
account of principal of the debt, $49,288,707
—a total of $124,359,876.
This jugglery
about the debt I hardly comprehend.
It
seems we borrowed forty-four millions, and
paid forty-nine millions, leaving an actual
lowing :
payment of about five millions, but in order
A sad story—heartless desertion and to effect this
payment, there was an excess of
Villi an y
Officer Blum, last night at mid-, revenue over
expenditures of forty-five milnight, found the body of woman in the door- lions, and the Secretary paid a premium of
way of 77lJ Decker street. She was known $1,374,680, or more than twenty-five per cent.
to the police as Mrs. Arrett, who came from
EXPENSES OF ARMY AND NAVY.
England a few months ago, at the request of The
army consists of fifty thousand men
her husband, who sent her money enough to
and costs fifty million dollars a year. The
pay her passage. She found, upon her arrival
here, that the heartless wretch had lett the navy costs t\\ enty-tive million dollars. Why
For
we need these vast armaments ?
city for unknown regions, leaving her alone do
and penniless. Hi1 deserted her in the old what useful purposes are they kept up? And,
if it is necessary to have so many men, why
country, but seems to have repented only to
should we have general and staff officers sufrepeat his crime. The poor woman’s heart
ficient for an army ten times as great. It is
was literally broken, and though assisted from
time to time by sympathizing people and by said (I do not. vouch for its truth) that a brigthe police, she died of starvation and grief. adier general sits in the ante-chamber of the
It is a pity that Judge Lynch cannot have juris- White House and plays usher to the President.
An expenditure of fifteen million dollars for
diction over the scoundrel of a husband.
“I have it all here,” said Arrett solemnly. the army and eight million dollars for the
“I read often as penance.
Since that navy would be ample.
The last official statement of the value of
morning I have borne the curse of being
haunted by the shadoyv. O, God ! think of all property in the United States was $16,000,1X10,000. The last official statement of
my years of misery of this kind. In eternity
there can be no hell for me—in my grave the amount of bonds outstanding is $2,172,Taking these figures as nearly
there must tic rest. Here on earth since that 000,(XX).
correct tin; capital invested in bonds is more
poor wife of mine went to her Creator from
of the whole. We know that
the street, killed by me, I have not known a than one-eight
moment’s peace of mind. This ghost is with the only tax paid by the bonds is five per
The income for that
cent on the income.
me everywhere. It is here in this room, now,
was $27,450,400, upon which five per
quarter
waiting-.”
“For what, David Arrett?” I asked, open- cent would be $1,372,520—that is to say. oneof the
of the country paid $1,ing the door, anxious to be away from him, eighth whilecapital
3tH),00O,
seven-eighths paid $123,000
stilling with the revelation. “What is it wait- 000.
Active capital engaged in business, reing for?" 1 repeated, seeing him standing
it profitable, supportmotionless with his eyes closed and his hands quiring labor to make
men, women and children, and giving
ing
as
if
in
prayer.
elaped
anil social system,
“For me?” he sighed. 1 was softly closing health to the commercial
seventhe door, without saying goodnight even to and liable to reverses and losses, paid
for dollar, as the
the poor man, when lie called me back again. teen times as much, dollar
of the bondholder,
“If anything should happen to me suddenly,” dead, inactive capital
without labor and without loss,
lie said, “my private papers are in the bank which,
him six per cent interest in gold.
vault; they include my will. I suppose you’ll brought
THE TAUI1T.
not shake hands with me,” holding out his.
“I cannot," was my reply. “1 seem to
But this is not all. Of'the whole amount
feel the shadow of your dead wife between of taxes thus collected for three months, the
us.”
tariff duties paid $44,021,834 in gold, or $58,“1 am not disappointed. Good night.”
0115,445 in currency. Mr. Senator Sherman.
The next morning David Arrett, teller, 1 perceive, says this is a just, honest, reasonfailed to make his appearance for the first aide tariff, based on the principle of taxing
time since lie had been connected with the luxuries—not necessaries—and of furnishing
bank. At noon the cashier sent me to his reasonable protection to American industry.
The door jyas unlocked and I pushed Let us see. Coral, pearl and tortoise shell
room.
it open after one "knock. The bed had not are admitted duty free ; cameos,"’diamonds,
been slept in. His hat Lay upon the table emeralds, garnets, gems and rubies pay a
with gloves in it, but there was no indication duty of ten per cent ad valorem; bracelets,
of the owner’s presence. In moving some chains, of gold or silver, earrings, studs,
paper on the desk, 1 came across a note ad- gold rings and manufactured jewelry pay a
dressed to me. There were only nine words: duty of twenty-live per cent; clothing, forty
“I go to bury the shadows of my ghost.”
per cent ad valorem and fifty Cents a pound
And these were the last words lie gave us. in addition; hats and stockings pay thirtyAt the end of a year, the following provisions five per cent and fifty cents a pound in addiof his will were carried into effect:
tion : linen clothing pays forty per cent :
“Believing that l may die of my own hand gloves fifty per cent; sheeting thirty-live per
some day, I ask that of my money two hund- cent, and tlannels and blankets thirty-five per
red dollars to be expended for a monument, cent, and fifty cents per pound in addition :
on which shall lie engraved only the words,
carpeting thirty-live per cent, and forty cents
nothing more, “Thou shall not kill.” That a yard in addition ; sole leather pays thirtywas the first part of the document.
Again: five per cent; glassware forty per cent;
“1 have 34,00i> on deposit, and wish it to be j hatchets, chisels and brace bits forty-five per
applied towards establishing a Home for the cent; coal oil about thirty per cent; iron
Friendless Women." Conclusion: “I desire nails about fifty per cent; bar iron about fiftyto lie forgotten, and my gravestone and Lhe live per cent; tea pays sixty per cent; sugar
Home must not bear my name in any way, thirty to fifty per cent, and salt 125 per cent.
And this Mr. Sherman calls taxing luxuries
shape or manner.”
This was the substance of the will, and and not taxing necessaries. Jewelry of the
strictly carried out. It was belived the man most expensive character pays nothing, or at
was dead, and that he committed suicide, his most ten per cent, but hoes and spades and
hatchets and nails, articles used by workingbody not being found.
It was at Chickamauga two years later that men, pay thirty to fifty per cent. A lace
1 heard the men talking of a comrade with shawl worn only by the very rich comes in
Before I could make any in- at twenty-five per cent; a worsted shawl
two shadows.
quiry as to such a queer individual, the battle worn by women who live by washing or sewIl was not ended when I saw car- ing—I had almost said who die by washing
came on.
ried by me the dead body of David Arrett, or sewing—pays forty per cent and fifty per
and I knew then who was the man with two cent for every [round of its weight. Diamonds
shadows. With his life he had appeased the are admitted at twenty-five per cent ad valolurking, dogging shadow which iutd so long rem, but coffee and tea and sugar must pay
clung to him. With his blood he washed out forty to sixty-five per cent. Every article of
his crime and avenged it.
luxury is taxed lightly. Every article of neA simple monument was raised by the fel- cessity, cverv implement of industry, every
low soldiers, and on it was cut
tool by which the farmer, the mechanic, or
‘.he day laborer plies his avocation, is taxed
DAVID ARRETT.

minute.Jgjfhen

hv<iS||ys

fortunes improved. At the end of a year our
wealth had retrograded and we were in debt.
I bitterly realized that way of living would
very soon put me in a debtor’s prison. My
wife’s mother was doing very well; she was
able to support us, bul I could not endure
After a
even the thought of such charity.
week of thinking, my decision was made.
My crime had its inception in my first act. I
tied to this country, working my passage. My
DIED FOR LIBERTY'.
intention was to secure a situation and as
It
was
thus
that lie, or we for him, buried
me
to
soon as it could pay
support
enough
It was the shadow of his ghost.
two people then to send for my wife.
two years before that happened. I wrote her,
sending money; it was the first letter since
A match factory ir
Making Matches.
my t ight. I waited six months and no answer western New York is noted for the curious
I said to myself then, either my wife
came.
machinery used in its manufacture. 790,000
is dead or she will not live with me, or she is feet of
pine of the best quality are used annube
that
Wouldn’t
married again.
your opinfor the matches, and 400,000 feet of
ally
ion in such a case ?”
basswood for eases. The sulphur used annu“Doubtless.”
for the matches is 400 bids, and the
ally
Looking at me sadly, Arrett continued, “I phosphorus is 9,000 pounds. The machines
didn’t care whether she came or not."
run night and day, and 000 hands are em“You’re not going to prove yourself a
5(H) pounds of paper
at the works.
ployed
scoundrel ?" I cried, springing to my feet.
per day are used to make the l'mlit small
I’ll leave now.”
We were unable to be present at this pleasant, “If so, save your words.
boxes for holding the matches, and four tons
“No! no! You have been very kind, I
and, no doubt, profitable gattiering recently at Portof pasteboard per week tor the larger boxes.
as
well
to
as
well
you as—well,
land ; hut shall silt out from the published proceed- must confess
of flour per day are used for
It’s one or the other. Sixty pounds
to the police.
ings, give to our readers, from time to time, what- to you as
and the penny stamps required by
paste,
For the small Will you listen?” placing his hand gently upever may seem valuable to them.
government on the boxes amount to $1,440
on my shoulders and looking imploringly inThere are four machines in use for
but necessary details which make up any Fair arc
I sat down. He went to the per da}-.
to my face.
and delivering the matches.
of far less account than principles discovered and
dipping,
cutting,
window and, as if ashamed to confrort me,
The two inch pine plank is sawed up the
made known, and which shall conduce to progress continued his
with
his
face
the
dismal
to
story
length of the match, which is 9 1-4 inches.
and the people's benefit.
night.
These go into tjie machine for cutting, where
“As
I
have
I
did
not
care
whether
she at
said,
HEN MANURE.
every stroke twelve matches are cut and
not
come.
or
did
I
was
in
love again. It
My own experiments, on n farm, lead me to be- did
the succeeding stroke pushed into slats arby
of
the
material
was with Mademoiselle Zula, ilanscusc at a
lieve that manure prepared from the
a double chain 950 feet long,
on
ranged
hen-house is equal if not superior to the guano now
Bowery theater. I worshipped her for a which carries them to the sulphur vat, and thus
in the market. I suppose it may sometimes fail to mouth—then offered
my heart.”
across the room and back, returning them to
succeed beeausc the hen-manure is not thoroughly
“She cured you of that passion with wholeworked into the soil, but deposited in the hill. Una point just in front of the cutting machine,
less the weather is very wet, there is not sufficient some physic, I’ll warrant,” I exclaimed.
and where they are delivered in their natural
moisture to make the mauure soluble, so that it
“She laughed at me unmercifully for a
order, and are gathered up by a boy into trays
can be used as plant food, and be taken up by the
of
an hour.
she
I
as
‘Arrett,’
said,
and sent to the packing room. Thus 1,000
roots. All fertilizers, 1 find, tlo better when work- quarter
stood in the door to go, and pulling my ears
of 144,000 small boxes of matches are
ed well in with the soil. They then require less
were
a
child, ‘Arrett, you couldn't keep gross
moisture to decompose them, and it is only when as if 1
made per day. The machines for making
this is done that they show the greatest effect upon me in Sweet Pea, Jockey Club, etc., for a the
small, thin paper boxes and their covers
the plants.
month. You’re crazy and—looking me an- are
or
with
muck,
quite as wonderful and ingeniously conbe
should
manure
Hen
eomposMl
grily in the eye—you’re married already,' and trived as those that make the matches. A
other rich soil, say a layer of muck and a layer of
she pushed me gently out of the room. The
It should bo well turned over once a
manurelong coil of paper, as wide as the box is long
month. If bone-dust, that has been decomposed next morning 1 started for this place. I hadn’t revolves on a wheel, through rollers, where
mixed
then
a
in
fact
be
had
here
the
soluble,
been
week,
rendered
with ashes, aud
only
day the printjpg is done; from thence to the
will before obtained a
or composted with the hen compost, the result
situation, when 1 received
the side and ends only
paste boxes, where
be a manure exceedingly valuable for all crops but a letter—from
my wife. She was on her way are
from thence to the folding; apparboth
pasted;
especially corn anil W'lieat. It will develop
!
America. My letter had just reached her,
the straw and the grain. 1 know no easier or to
atus, where the ends are nicely folded and
was hurrying to me.
Now, Sir, the whole box is pasted together and dropped
cheaper way to a rich and valuable^ mauure than and she
what do you think I did ?”
the above.
into a basket. A similar machine is at work
“You hurried to meet her in New York.”
Every farmer can, and should make such comfor
at the covers, and thus 144,000 boxes of
on
hand
jiost heaps, and keep large quantities
all my money, and could not
“I had
matches are manufactured per day.
top-dressing corn and grass lands. It should lie afford to spent
had
a
which
give up my clerkship,
made a yearliefore using so as to have time to decompose thoroughly. I "have used this compost on j large salary.”
“1 tel you, Sarah, I will commit suicide if
corn instead of plaster, aud when the chicken ma- I
“You wrote to her to come to you?”
nure, thus prepared, was used, the crop was an
won’t have me!”
“Well, Thomas, as
did not.”
“I
you
|
eighth better than in any other part of the field on
soon as you have given me that proof of your
a villain, then.”
“You’re
|
which other manures were used. [Deitz’s ExperiI will believe that you love me.”
mental Farm Journal.
j “I know it. I do not become angry at this affection,

gent 'Western audience.

You feci it. The
effect on commerce is stated by Commissioner Wells to bo such that if ships available for
foreign trade were furnished us without cost
we could not employ them.

THE SECRETARY OF THE
IUMS OX

TREASURY PAYS PREMBONUS.

I said the expenditures were unnecessary
and wasteful, and that they were all in the
interest of dead inactive capital. The last
report of the Secretary shows that he is hoarding $101,214,ftiltl in coin, and $12,144,000 in
currency. Why? To what good purpose?
The customs ot a half year are there. The
people an; paying six per cent in gold as interest on the public debt, and the Secretary is
hoarding this immense amount. Each month,
with great parade, he sells six or nine millions,
and with the proceeds he buys bonds, giving
in the market for them twenty-five per cent
above par. They are now redeemable. On
their face—by the law—in equity, they unpayable in legal tender notes. The holders
gave legal tender for them when legal tender
notes were worth not more than half what
they now are, and yet the Secretary of the
Treasury insists on paying a premium of
twenty-five per cent. 1 will not argue again
this question. 1 prefer to rely on the authority of Sherman, and Morton, and Stevens
and Ewing. They say the bonds are payable
in greenbacks. Then they ought to In- so paid ;
and the people are robbed when a premium
is paid
If they are payable in gold the Secretary ought to pay them in gold, and not buy
up the paper of the government at a discount.
It is difficult to speak of this conduct of the
Secretary with the respect which is due to his
high otli c-c. It costs the people, as Mr.
Ewing has well said, more than all the frauds
of thi! whiskey ring, and is scarcely more
honest then they. Under this process of paying premium the market value of the bonds
has gone up from ten to twelve per cent, and
lo ! the Secretary exclaims, “What a marvel
of financial ability ! My magic touch has. in
three months, raised so high the credit of
the government!” My friend, pay oft' a few
ot your notes in the same way ; then stint your
family, cramp your business, seize upon the
earnings of your children, and insist on giving to your creditors twenty-live per cent
and your
more than your note calls for,
credit will improve; always provided the
public does not consider you a fool, or the
Probate Court does not consign you to a
lunatic aslyum.
T ill: DKI'.T NOT

IiIMINISHICO.

people. While the administration has the power to make money plenty or scarce, you have the power to make the
adpiinstration do its duty—a hint from you in
October will lie sufficient. 1 regard the sudden contraction which lias been brought
about—a contraction which lias ruined thousands of our best irteii—one of the most heartless and cruel acts ever perpetrated upon a
people by their rulers. I have so often expressed my opinion as to t hr* propriety of dispensing with tlie national banks, ot the substituting legal tender notes for their circulation,
and thus saving twenty millions of dollars a
year in gold, and as to the best mode of paving the public debt, that I will not wean you
here by their recapitulation.
Hie whole policy of the administration
should be reversed.
Pay the debt; pay it
honestly according to the contract; pay it in
money as valuable as that which was received
for it; pay it in legal tender notes; abolish
the national bank system ; pay off the bonds
on which they are founded ; save the
yearly
interest; use every appliance of economy and
management in advancing this policy. Then
when the debt is paid, whdti taxes are reduced, when seventy-live millions suffice for
tiie government, when all property is subjected to a just rule of taxation, if it be advisable to contract the currency and resume
specie payments it can lie effected without
great disaster, and the inevitable siilferiii;'
can lie borne.
LETTER FROM FRANKLIN COUNTY.
Correspondence oi' the Journal.

Curious Remedy for Consumption. Something
Like Witchcraft.

FaMIINOT'iiX, Sr)it. S,
Editor Jot

ISil.l

It is said that there is

kx.vi..

under the situ, and that wonIt.- this as it mav.
strange things often occur, which if not new
are at least wonderful.
At day Hill, in this

nothing

ders will

new

never erase.

County, (Franklin)
name

resides

a

family

1>\ the.

of Cole, which may not of itself

strange, hut ‘thereby hangs

a

seem

tale.

Sometime .during the last winter, Ih-mv
Cole died, as was said of consumption, short
ly after his dying, his brother Frederic irk
enetl with the

same disease, and now lies
upon the verge of the grave. One dav this
week tin- family had the body of llettrv diinterred for the purpose of removing the heart
and burning it, in order to arrest by this sin

gular process the ravages of the disease in
Frederic’s ease; for strange as it may seem
there

are many in this
vicinity who believe
that there is a sympathetic- connection exist-

Ami in tin' midst of transactions like these ing between tin- living and the dead, in tinhour of large payments on account of (tie ease of blood relations, and that this connecpublic debt, and Governor Hayes congratu- tion sometimes results in disease and death
lates himself that in four months the debt has
been diminished § t:!,Ooo,ooii. 11c says the to the living, unless the sympathetic link,
del.it, on the 1st of March was §2,525,OIK),000, which is supposed to center in the blood in
and on the 1st of August was §2,481,01X1,000. the heart, is
interrupted.
Why. gentleman, every other Secretary
In order to break this dangerous ei mneet ion,
liailroad
bonds
the
1’aeille
were
a
thought
the burning process is resorted to.
This is
part of the public debt. Chase and MeCulloon always included them. They amount to not the first rase of the kind which lias hap.§•54,000,01 Ml. And those to the §>,481,000,000 pened in this vicinity, for it would seem from
and the total appears to he §2,5 to,000,000, or
report, that about sixteen or eighteen years
twenty millions more than in March. "Figures
won’t lie” may he a very true saying, but ago, Elder John Baxter, a Methodist clergy
they can lie so turned and twisted that they mail residing in Wilton, lost two sons by
convey to us common people who are not
consumption, and in order to save tile lives of
Secretaries, but only taxpayers, a very false his two
remaining children, who were apparimpression. It' the public debt statement
in the last stages of the disease, he had
were made on August 1, it would show, ac- elttly
cording In Mr. ('base’s rule of statement,. the body of one of his deceased suns disin§2,002,01)0,000—according to Mr.McCulloch's > terred, the heart and lungs removed and
plan, §2,5:15,000,ooo, instead of §2,481,000,-1 burnt. Strange to say, byitli of the in\alids
000 according to Mr. Boutwell's plan.
Hut,
recovered and are now in the enjoyment of
even according to his plan, the statement
shows an increase of more than eleven, mil- perfect health, being beads of families, one
lions of dollars of bonds which hear interest residing in Minnesota and the other at
in coin. And as if these causes combined Westbrook
in this state. A similar instance,
were not enough to palsy trade and produce
with like results, occurred at Jay Hill about
that stagnation which we call "hard times,”
the Secretary lias continued the contraction of thirty years ago, in the case of a family named
the currency. On the 1st of September, 1805, i’h'nncv.
the currency, consisting of bank notes and
I give you these facts as I find them, aulegal tender notes, amounted lo§‘.1151,020.mm. 1
On the 1st of September, 1808, it amounted' thenticated as they are by the testimony’ o!
to §07!, tl.'i,000. a contraction nt
:2<n).»n>11,1 nn 1 j well known and reliable.citizens in this vicin
in throe years. If the reports published in 1 jty, wl.o are knowing to all the circumstanthe newspapers are eorrecl the currency on ces
named above, without presuming to at
1809, consisting
1st of September,
the
of tile same two items, amounted to §05.'), firm a belief in the propriety or value of thi920,000, a still further reduction of §10,OO(.i, singular remedy. But as there are many who
llut. the Secretary boasts that lie lias believe, and apparently with sonic reason, in
(ion.
reduced the three per cent certificates nearthe efficacy of this process, 1 have thought ii
ly §12,000.0(10, ami the compound interest
nob's more than §19,000,000. These were used possibly worthy of some publicity.
The late warm weather ami copious rain
asthe reserves of the hanks. If they have been
thus reduced their places are supplied with have raised the
spirits of our farmers, an I
legal tender notes, and these amounts must they now begin to hope for a fair crop both
be added to the §10,000,000, and thus we
have a contraction this year of §:!S,000,000, of corn and potatoes. Another week of in h
Why, gentlemen, after the close of the war weather as we have had for the last thr.
in 1815 the county hanks of Great Britain
days will put the farmers of Franklin t 'oun! \
contracted their issues seven million pounds,
all right.
and the joy produced by the peace was turned
William Hayward, the world known vocal
into agony by tlie prospect of universal bankhas just favored our citizens with olio a
ist,
ruptcy.
we

KKKKCTS OK COXTU.U 1IOX.
his select character-personation emie.i
you considered what contractioni being greeted by a crowded house ; and I
brings with it? It brings universal fall of think 1 but reflect the
opinion of all wh
prices of goods and labor, while debts, taxes
and moneyed obligations remain fixed. The heard him, when 1 say that his entertain
man who had money becomes much richer, be- incuts is the best w hich h.a- I.. given her. m
because his money will pay for more land, a
long time. His rendition ef the old In m
Hut the man who
more wheat,more labor.
"Twenty Year- Ago." wa~ alone woi1 If
song,
owes money becomes much poorer, because
the
price of admission, while in his coin,
he must sell more land, more wheat, and perform more labor to pay his debts. It breaks and character impersonations he was mei
heavily.
Ami as it mere were a special design to op- down all business, because, if prices decline,
proaehalde. A noticeable feature of his ...
the greaetr his
press our Western agricultural interests the the more business a man does
wastin' entire al.seine of those gr.o
It produces unsteadiness and panic' ,eerl
raw material, such as we produce, is admit- losses.
which too often mar the
<jue
to
extravagances
rise
manufacturwhile
the
and gives
ted :.t a very low rate,
illegitimate gambling
only
ed article is largely protected. The manu- transactions. And yet in the presence of these character of our eomie and humorous .h im
...
factured woollen goods are taxed heavily, as truths—in the presence of this immense taxa- cations.
Should Mr. Hayward \ i it
I have told you, but the wool of our Western tion and of this crushing public debt—the adof the state your readers will ha\
section
Reserve is subjected to such sharp eompeti- ; ministration continues to contract the currention that the farmers there have been almost cv. This system enhances the value of the rich treat in his entertainments.
Hu Kolll I H I,
been driven from the market. In every coun- bonds—it enhances the value of the gold inty in Ohio the number of sheep has been terest—it enhances the value of money, but it
largely diminished within the last year and requires more wheat from the farmer, more THE VIRGINIA JUGGLE AN “OPINION
the total decrease is not less than 1,500,000. machinery from the manufacturer, more toil
AT LAST.
Well has an intelligent writer said “that our 1 from the laborer, to raise the money to pay
are at Iasi in receipt of the full lev
We
the
of
it
and
discriminated
his
taxes,
protits
sweeps away
legislators have blunderingly
in favor of the rich against the poor, the idle years to pay ordinary indebtedness. We are Mr. Attorney (leneral Hoar’s opinion on If
classes against the laboring classes, and ar- trying to do what no nation ever did or over ((uestion ol the test oath in Virginia, an.1 e
ticles of luxury against articles of necessity.” will do. We are trying to pay a war debt
to the members of the newly
Not blunderingly, for Governor Hayes was in and war taxes with a peace currency. Great application
for ten years after chosen Legislature. Its formal promulgation
the
and
made
Britain
tariff'was
when
this
revised,
attempt
Congress
Mr. Sherman boasts that tor ten years he has the wars of Napoleon, but three times in ten is accepted as evidence that it L a decision i
taken part in preparing every law on finance years the distress became so great that she the ease. This opinion is nothing more u.n
or taxation, and both are going around the expanded the currency, and at last she fundless than the old piece of partisan jugp l.-i >
State congratulating the people that they are ed the debt, abandoned all idea of ever payheld that a body n
the
most oner- by which Congress has
so justly, so evenly, so wisely and so lightly ing the principal and repealed
taxed. I do not wonder that Mr. Sherman ous taxes. The system is radically unjust. men may compose the Legislature ol a I .1
told us at Canton, and told us truly, that he The debt contracted on our expanded curren- and perform the highest act ot statesman
The
never knew the difference between a revenue cy should be paid in the same currency.
of ratifying an amendment <u
and a protective tariff'. These gentlemen, dollar which is paid should be of the same ei«mty—that
constitution—hut at the am.
when driven on these points, tell us that the value as the dollar which was loaned. No de- the federal
he the Legislature of the 1 il.
not
do
shall
of
the
not
time
of
the
scheme
the
vice
the
farmers,
public creditor,-no
laboring men,
poor,
use imported goods, and therefore do not' Treasury Department, should be permitted for the
performance of any other art. Mr
pay these tariff duties. It is true they do not which will make the dollar which is paid worth Hoar’s position is this:
use imported goods and do not pay these twice as much and therefore be twice as difThe act of April 10th, ISOS*, ropiires the Le ■; la
duties to the government. That is one of the ficult for the taxpayer to earn as the dollar
In si il
at a time which it designates.
enormities of this system. The price of the which was loaned. This cry for a speedy ‘re- tore to meet
is to meet implies that it is to come together in
domestic article is regulated by the tariff. turn to specie payments” before the debt— some
is
under
tlit* prc. i.m
required
purpose. It
The home manufacturer fixes his price that which was incurred on an immensely inflated law to aetupoii the question of adopting the lift... 1 n
he may just undersell the foreigner. The currency—has been substantially reduced, is amendment to the constitution of the I'nited Sis'.
and he has the ex- a plan to increase the wealth of the bondhold- In-fore the admission of the State to represent to. mi
consumer
pays the price,
in Congress. 1 am of opinion, therefore, th.n n
quisite satisfaction of knowing that none of er iorty per cent at the expense of the tax- may eouie together, organize and act upon ilin
enlabor
and
to
it goes into the Treasury, but all of it goes payer—is a device to cheat
amendment; hut that until Congress shall lia\
into the pockets of the manufacturer. The rich hoarded capital; it is a scheme to de- proved the eonstitutioii and the action mid 1 u.
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, Mr. spoil honest industry of its rewards; it is anoth and shall have restored the State to its proper | i 1
in the Union by recognizing its foriiiofgovrriun. n
Wells, in his last report, says that the duty er instance of the fact that in this antcmillen- as
repulilieaii, and admitted it to representation, if
on lumber paid into the Treasury in 1808 was nial world ‘‘to him that hath shall more be
Legislature is not entitled and could not, without
two million two hundred and fifty thousand iriven, and from him that hath not shall be ta- violation of law, lie allowed to transact any Int
dollars, but that it cost the people sixteen ken away even that which lie seemelhto have.” ness, pass any act, or resolve or undertake i>.
il the I, 1
millions to collect it. The duties on salt The administration, for the first time in the sume any other limetion of a Legislature and 111
11
oath has not been required ol its lueuilH‘rs;
yielded in 1807 one milliou of dollars, but history of the republic, has the power to make no officer elected uiideiythe new constitution i.m
the price of every bushel made in this coun- times hard or make times good—in others enter
without
otliee
his
Likin
ol
duties
upon the
try was raised to the consumer from twenty- words, it has the power to make money plen- the oath while the military government continue
three to forty-eight cents a bushel. The ef- ty or make money scarce. W ho aro responWhether Mr. Hoar is technically oonsisieui
fect on agricultural interests produced by sible for the present hard, and I may say deof
this construction with the inconsistency of
in
times?
course
the
1
intelliadminneed
not
to
an
tariff'
illustrate
this
Why.
plorable

Have

■

!u lias reviewed, it is not material
Tim uuillcr of fact, ami not the
of ;i;" .fuming the fact, is what is of

the "law
manner

chief

That

cum ern.

i’\;raoriliuary

the

r

Congress shottld pursue
nirs.- of coercing a Slate

raiifv a e. institutional amendment ami deny the state representation in its
Htv until fu-.ii..heil )iroof of compliance witli
i.
iit•!• i11;!. i- one tiling: init to say that a
n

i ballin'

e

to

tale Legislature .-in not i>i• competent to do
•mvthing 'd.-e save with the permission of
( .mgres--. i
to put forth a proposition of a

monstrous

Slate

nature.

ested with

t

no

higher power

Legislatures are
or duty than Unit

passing upon such an amendment—an
abluent in this ease which afl’ci'ts ono of

of
:

:
important and one of the dearest rerights of the state, lint according to
-oni-iruction laws, as the Attorney Gen-

o.o

d

■r\i

the

ri

•al t.dls
oolVe:'

the

„’„|s

basis of the

vert

governmental

while it may not pass the most itnlaw• e umeivable bearing upon its
We do not dispute that
.lie a ai-.Tii-!
i it.law" m Congress; but is such
i-'ti'i’l with honesty. with fair doale

trie

oio

,!.;.
v.

:

•gislatnrc of Virginia

may
thi- m.iio-r and divest the state of its
elective 1IMU I’ll i SO. wlliell
o’, el

in

i

the !,

u-.

with

ig.

is it consistent with

justice—nay.

What estimation

it-Cf!

cianship"

!>.

of

to put upon
party which, con-

are we
a

i'-.• federal government, thus cocrcips
and forces it.as a choice between sur.sew ‘d rigid ami continued millo
h r
,
ion de-pe!ism. to ratify an article of tin- Con■;ii!
W ml w ill an article so ratified lie
in p .-blih- onliiigi’iieies ofthe future?
slat*'

morning, cleared away, the nig of the railroad. A remarkable forma-! evey person in Belfast could sec as thoroughout, the bright, warm September tion known as the Horseback, a gravelly
ridge j ly as we had seen the extent of the work
sun—crickets chirped in the stone-heaps, au- of moderate elevation, runs from tho
village t done, and perceive how near we are to the
tumn flowers bloomed by the way side,—the
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER iW, 1*09.
along the southerly shore for throe-fourths of realization of our hopes. It would close the
dim haze of the Indian summer hung over a
mile, skirting a meadow on the other side. mouths of the croakers and animate with
the hills where the corn ripened and pump- It
PUiLl-SllUI) KVKUV TUl IISiU Y JiOliXIKG.
goes through the lake, a few feet under new zeal the friends of the road.
kins turned up their golden sides. This was
As showing very nearly the amount of
water, reappears on the opposite shore, and
—r»v—
familiar ground, too, for many are the nice continues
Pittsfield to Hartland. work performed on the railroad, Mr. Mortithrough
H.
WILLIAM
SIMPSON,
strings of trout we have taken from this nearly twenty miles. The travelled road to mer has furnished us with the following
KDITOli \N!> PliOPIilETOK.
stream in the happy days that are, alas! gone Burnham runs the
larger part of the distance statement:
In advance, $2.00 a year;
Sms* kii-tio.n Ti.kms.
forever. IIow this autumn weather reTotal amount of earth and solid and loose rod;
by
within the year, >•_'.;>(»; at the expiration of the year $2.00.
upon this ridge, hut the railroad track bears
exc avation on the whole lino from Belfast to BurnAdvlanisiN'. Tkkms. For one square, (one inch ol vives the memory of youth ! What a mourn- to the south-west from it.
The
trackwill
'5
and
25 cents lor
ham, about (100,000 euhie yards.
length in column.' $1. for three weeks,
each subsequent insert ion. A fraction ol a square charg- ful tenderness in the lines of the English poet cross an arm of the lake on 7<>d feet of
piling, Ain’t earth removed to date, aii't 110.000 euhie vds.
*
ed as a full one.
Solid lloek
l,s;,ooo
laureate—
“
with a fill on the meadow beyond. Upon this
Loose
8,000
A pmintstiiatoks, Exrutoks and GuAitniAXs deof
now built,
the
the
“Tears
eastern
side
on
a.uOO
the
Bridge
lake,
Masonry
in
the
their
advertisements
ridge,
.Journal,
published
siring
“
Culvert
Itisc in tlio heart, ami gather to the eyes,
1,000
will please so state to the Court, as all advertising not so
earliest settlement in the town was made.
In looking on the happy autumn fields
Rip Rap Wall
directed is withheld from this paper.
4,000
Anil thinking of the days that are no more."
Clearing and (irubbingjiow done, 12 miles.
The dry sandy soil of the horseback gave early
Twenty miles are actually brought to sub-grade
SL'BSCIM HEIRS desiring to have the address of papers
the
had
an inex- —or 20 and a half miles
of
pond
tin*
l'o-l
which
the
Wo
hero
must
.state
Oilice
to
saw
in
crops
vegetables,
changed,
paper,
brought to sub-grade, if an
uprooted forest trees the
< f the
has been sent as w<dl ns that to which it is to go.
work on the? whole line is taken as a
effect of the late
and could not haustible supply of fish (for salmon, shad and average

iiepublicau

in.|itii'o.

to

1

!

Bcmtrnl

overcast in the

••

■

••

A!. 1’i:t kn«. ii i. 5. Co., 0 .State St,, Boston
anu;i: Fark Row, New York, are ouifcauthorii&ed Agents
advertisefor procuring subscriptions and forwarding
1
ments.
Court
St.,
R. Nil.i-:s No. 1 SeollaCs Building,
Boston, is authorized to receive advertisements for this

help remarking
to till' enormous

hurricane,
found their way to it) and the
pine stumps that testify alewives then
with moose and deer.
meadows
abounded
size of the trees that once

the

them an easy and a bounteous
grew here, and which would be fortunes in ■Nature gave
The
these days. How the old settlers did slash living.
grass grown cellar of the first house
paper.
Near the end of the ridge are
is
out.
J’. Kowki.l fc Co., 10 I’ark Row,New York,
at
lobe
pointed
sure!
The
towerthe-forests,
away
will receive advertisements lor this paper, at the lowest
the sunken graves of those who died, close to
I heir orders will always receive prbmpt attention. ing Oak Hill ridge was soon enountered, liftrates.
ing its granite sides heaven-ward, and seem- the burial place of the Indians who once
Subscribers are requested to take notice ot the date on
Iiut through it runs made the place their home. The graves are
the colored slip* attached to the paper. It is the only ing lo forbid a passage.
For instance, 15 May 0s, a
form of receipt uow used.
made
for the purpose of marked by field stones at the head and feet,
ravine,
seemingly
When
means that the subscription is paid to that date.
he
a new payment is made, the daicAvill
immediately a road, and through this the track has been but the names and history of those who lie
changed to correspond, and thus a receipt in full is sent
the winds in the
with every p tper. Subscribers in arrears are requested made on an easy grade.
They are still at there have perished. Only
to forward the sums due.
over them, and the waves on the
on
one
sigli
work
cut
pines
near
tint
beJohnson’s,
deep
49*In sending money, state TilE ROST OFFICE to
which the paper is sent..,09
yond that, for three miles, there is not a day’s shore murmur their requiem. The hand of
modern improvement is busy with their forwork to lie done in finishing the sub-grade.
THE BELFAST AND
MOOSEHEAD LAKE
and soon the rattle and rush of
Calling at the house oi a prosperous farmer, mer homes,
train
will .-hake their last la strailroad
the
we found a Boston acquaintance
RAILROAD.
ITS PROGRESS.
sojourning
In
we ha\ e been over the railroad, for the benefit of his
health. Also it ing place. It is the march of improvement

saying

family’s
we do not wish to be understood as assorting was discovered that the
lady of the house had
own
tli.'ir
ions
that
are
TheSuggest
’Hie-a
that the steam-horse has dragged ns over it named a recent addition to the family for our
I lioeh.’-tev Dent.
oi-u .t-.
at the rate oi twenty-live miles an hour, in- companion the contractor,
and we were
for refreshments.
shown
some very handsome presents that reThere
cluding
stoppages
MATTERS
AFFAIRS.
SPANISH AND CUBAN
were no saloon ears with spring seats,—no sulted.
We suggested to the god-father that
GETTING WARM.
M.u>.ai>. s |it. Is—(i r. m. The Spanish all'ahle conductor, no hoy with newspapers the region is fertile in children, while generill
I;
complete ferment #f CX- and peanuts. The Daily Republican Journal ous names are scarce—and that if lie proposes
and indignation sinoo the prosenta11i.■ i,i
lor tiie early train is yet in the future, and to continue the practice he had better buy bis
hi t,. a. sickies' notes to the Government.
visible
only to the eye of faith. Candor com- silver ware at the wholesale.
nt' tin journals ahu.se the American
line
■

told in the lines of Whittier
1 hear the trend of pioneers
()f nations yet to ho—
The first low wash or waves where
Shall roil a human sea.

soon

*

They -ay lie

Aihii-ier.

known

■\ a-

t>

tii1

sent here because
-troii" partisan ot

was
a

■uexntii a. General Sickles emphalialh di nies the assertion that hi- mission reto Cuba,
ih insists that in1 lias
,a.'
ie
:;,\ei i.on ami the ijuestion ot the cession of
tin ! land to the i'liited States, lml has merelv hi hod that Hie American Government iwilline: to interpose it- friendly olliees for 1he
ell! ‘i ins a. ot Spain's diilicullY with Cuba.
J.i-mmix. Sept. IS. Tile spectator says a
a
a
;\vi
Spain and tin- i nited States, on
a at of ('nhan a Hairs,
appear like a moral
impo-siiiili1 v. but it is universally believed in
\ i-i 111■ \, in Spain. The v. ar enthusiasm there
b-a'hia i.’.-s Alinisier .Sickles' proposii- in onsi-t ent with the precedent furnished a.- ; lie eoaihii't of the I'nited States in jsp 1.
What with Spanish pride and American sym-olution is very critical. It is difaii;\. ih
i
i. to i.elii've that Spain, with a divided
ole
a.
bankrupt treasury, one colony in
•evolt. other- to lose, and nothin" to win—
■an seiionslv eontem])Iate war with one of the
greatest powi rs on earth.
l.oSlHiN, Sept. lit. lienry i’iii’ipots, i>. Ih.
li-liop of 1-Ator. died yesterday, ajjod '.'1
(

,ii

pels

,,

■

ve vrs.

is estimated th.at one 1. mid red and 1 wen\
\ i—.- were wrecked and several hundred
e n il
injured in the late "ale.
1; j.s rumored that XaM uu:::>. s, pi. pi.
>n hi- tel, yraphed to the French Minister
; \\ asiiiii"to:i that France desires that Cuba
hall lie retained by Spain.
Gen. I’rim. ii i- said, iias had a second iu■r\ieu with Napoleon. and Lord Clarendon,
llri i-li Forcitni Secretary, lias also had
oiothei audience with the Emperor.
i

a

■

A ih" v-o
Cab.i.

a
■

proelaimin" liberty

of

worship

ppear in the. <Mlicial Gazette

>w.

>nn >rr>

Tin ei11i-1iLiidig of reinforcements for
'alia has commenced.
The X

Xrw Vm;n. Sept. 17.
Vorl; Herald has the folloiviu"

w

peeialParis, Sept.

!7.

Prim's -i‘hnul ami latest audience
itii tii. Kmperor Napoleon was of an hour’s
hiration, the subject matter of the eonversa'■ ■11
liVording eau-e lor a very considerable
mount of anxiety- and outside speculation. Il
lioim pretty accurately ascertained to-day
i.it the iluatioa in t'uba—the revolution tmd
a- chance- of ii
repression, —as well as the
<

tim

i'"'

-.i

h]i■ 1111 l!
the island
"f g'ivermvi":r. and the
■

■

■

as

regards

right

its

of rule.

d an amicable arrangeThe Kmperor ad\
ai i.i'tai'i'I: tii
Spanish autlioritii. and the
alii,mi in Wa-liiiigion on the matter of the
'■
im
iiain desire for an aei|Uisitin:i of the
•rrilory by purchase. adding, towards the
hi' his remarks, iiis opinion to the
V i tiial if the war continued with its premi
atleiniaii! Iiarharily. President Grant
mild lie compell si in interfere between the
mh nding parties, if only in heliall and for
a:111-i• of
humanity. Gen. Prim replied
bn- h
was
himself personally willing to
with tie A’- orioan authorities in tiie
n
V n indicated by the ruler of France,
il liiai Spain and his lellow-eoimtrvmen at
remained <>])]> .-ed to such a course.
:i’ll'1
Vapid.-mi. in reply, advised Prim and the
p ininrd- to imitate. i:i this ease, his own ex.iiple. and give up < aha just as he had given
:> Mexico—Indore ii was too late—with honn

■

to say that the means of locomotion

horse and

A short distance further on we

where the

behind the squaw'- light hiivh canoe,
Tho steamer smokes and rave-:
And city lots are staked for sail'
A hove old Indian graves.

The lake abounds in fine fish. Pickerel of
fabulous size are said to haunt its waters,
found the and tho delicious white perch are
very abund-

highway engineers, Messrs. Mortimer and Wooster, ant. They tell of a rare (ish sometimes
permitted sight
trusty legs in consultation over the abutment of a bridge, taken here which is two feel in length, and
when the roads diverged and made the time- and got a specimen of the rigidness with
exactly resembles the salt water cask. When
honored Shank's mare the only available which tlie specifications of the contract are the railroad is finished, if we don't
put a sail
"It isn’t right, and must come boat and a canvas tent on the
method of getting over tin' ground. Having exacted.
freight train
expressed a desire to see the progre.-s of the down," was tile decision—and down it came. some day, put them oil' on the horseback, and
work. -Mr. Willson, of the firm of Willson, 1 he work at this point and forward is easier, make a week’s sojourn on those shores—why,
Tennant & Co., contractors, invited us to ac- consisting of meadow and bog, with occa- we shall change our mind, that’s all.
From I'nity to Burnham tlie grade is easy,
company him mi ail inspecting trip to the sional cuts and tills. An extensive gravel
junction at llunihum. So on Friday morning, bank has been secured, to which a side track over low marshy ground, with but little cart It
were a

a

we

buggy

of the track, and

sL-t out.

Starling

••

■

us

from the eastern

highway bridge,
grading is completed,

the point to which the
drove along the bank of the river on the
track to the I'ppcr iiridge, finding the roadwe

will be laid, and the whole line to Belfast be
gravelled from this point. And so, alternately riding and walking, we reached Brooks in

to

move.

The last

straight as

four miles to Burnham

mostly through a
bog. with a strata of blue clay underlying.
season for dinner.
Messrs Dana & Caldwell, The road-lied has been raise d by excavating
sub-contractors for the section from Brooks wide ditches at the side’s, and
throwing the
to Unity, have their headquarters here, while muck
upon the track. It has drained the
Messrs. Coil & Co., who are building the land beautifully. This kind of road is a faarc as

an

arrow,

lied lull’d, smooth and beautifully true ill the
angles of the embankments and cuts. The
work in getting out of the rily is very heavy, western section, are located at Burnham.
vorite one with railroad men, as it is sufficiand for some miles actually costs the conPay day had occurred shortly before, with ently linn for all purposes, agd still yielding
tractors mote titan t inn receive for it—a de- its invariably tendency to drink, on the part and elastic enough to save largely in the
ficiency that is more than compensated by the of the laborers. Notwithstanding the Maine wear and tear of trains over it. However

aercor

two of the shore to the depth

of

a dozen feet have been thrown in, and still
like the horse-leech's daughter, it cries “give.”

eight or ten rods are left in an unligislied state. The contractors are disgusted and
the engineers annoyed ; but some remedy for
Some

this dillieulty will be found,
for all others since the road

as

there has been

was

projected.

granite abutments tor the 1Hint Bridge
iiuislied, and certainly handsomer speci-

1 ns

The “man with the inkhorn" looked, ask- •across the llats in the city. The road-bed will
ed questions and made occasional notes.
lie in a better condition to receive the iron in
crossing ot the Palmer Brook, which
Hows to the Unity Pond, an arched culvert
has been completed, which for
beauty and
solidity we never saw surpassed. It is of
hewn granite laid in cement, the span 12 (bet,
the height 10 feet, and the length 100 feet. It
is a pity that a piece of work so handsome
should be hidden in the woods from observers
At the

round, with reveres turned baek ..
throat, and braided in black or white,

The Humboldt Celebration—Opening of the taste
of the wearer may dictate. Worn
Mechanics Fair—Firemen’s Parade—Street
light,
airy muslins, they are deeidedlx
&c.
Lamps-Fall Hats,
and hand-ome.
Kostox, Sent. IS, lSGtt.
A new and pretty suit for brides is ln.v'
I his has been a gala week in Boston, with
lavender
silk. The underskirt edged \\,
of
entertainment
variety
enough to suit even
the most fastidious, and keep the dullest on narroxv box-plaited rutile, the uppe:
the alert. Tuesday gave us tin- IIuml»ddt pulled and tinished xvith fringe to m e
Centennial Celebration, which was observed I’he waist, sleeves, and rounded howbark are trimmed in a corresponding -i
as a general
holiday throughout the City.
This was to commemorate, the one hundredth Lavender kid gloves, and round hat.
long ,-carf ends of the same prevailing
of the hirtli of Alexander

anniversary

von

ornamented with green leaves and dt j:
Humboldt—the great German scholar, trave l
ter and geologist, who is as widelv and well lax amh-r blossoms.
I lie hair is braided more than ox (
known to the unlearned as to the scholars,
fall, and worn a little lower upon tin i
because of the breadth, depth, and
compreworn doxx
hensiveness of his studies and researches. The long curls and frizz.
baek the past season are
hx ;i p
I hose who went abroad in the
displaced
early part
1 In
of the day saw the different orders and or- partly curled and partly crimped.
done by tightly braiding (lie hair oxer in
ganizations. that were to take part in the
and then curling the end after it haexercises of the day, marching through the
combed out in the morning.
1’ku.
streets to music's sweet strains. Clad in their
holiday atti'v, and hearing Hags, decorations
and—
GENERALITIES.

Shook not Shakfn.
A week nr two
ago
Ihe telegraph conveyed the information that
-Mr. Sheridan Shook, a New York Collector
of Internal Revenue under Andrew
.Johnson,
had been arrested on a charge of fraud. The
"The Danners with their strain;.’ device."
On the night of the great storm, the m a
radical papers gloated over the fact for a Prominent among these were the American General Hiambcrlain broke from her moorir.
Rath, with only one man on hoard, lb f t
while, until the despatches from New York and German colors, borne side by side.
anchor and iso fathoms of chain, and a-* i'
The most important demonstration of the
bore the following
paragraph—
whisking through the hawser pipes tin tin- i’
The investigation of the charges against Sheridan day was that hold under the direction of the
a stream as big as a man's
body, lighting u.
Shook and others was continued to-dav. and Mr.
Boston Society of Natural History. In the most brilliant manner the forw ard
Shook was honorably discharged.
part «»f th*
An honorable discharge was to be expected, afternoon then1 was a large, and ontlmsia-tie
I'dolpho Wolfe of schnapps memory, i |.
inasmuch as Mr. Shook was riot a radical. audience assembled at Music Hall to listen to
A Wisconsin man ran into a hunmi m
the afldross of Prof. Louis Aga bx -truly a barn and was badly stung. In revenge
Il is sure to resit 11whenever a Democrat is
ac-

crimes and misdemeanors in most: happy selection of an orator for such
an occasion.
The friend and countryman of
government ollices. 1 he radicals have a monohis genius, and folHumboldt,
of
worshipping
il
cannot
be said of Sheripoly
stealing,
dan Shook, as Byron wrote of his namesake— lowing closely in his lootstcps, it was lifting
that lie, of all others, should pronounce the
“Nature made hut one.
And broke the die in moulding Sheridan."
eulogy on that festal day. The though! of
The Democratic party is the mould that can
this, added to the respect felt for Humboldt's
turn out any number of them, as the needsof
memory, tilled the vast hall to repletion. The
the country may require.
It will be sot to
proceeds from the sale of tickets are to lie dework at the business soon.
voted to the establishment of a Humboldt
at the Museum of
Comparative
There arc serious times in prospect at Wash- scholarship
in Cambridge, for the benefit of
Zoology
ington. The Grand Army of the Republic,
with a view to placing soldiers as clerks in worthy students, and as a memorial of the
the department, has caused to be issued cir- day.
The address, which was somewhat lengthy,
culars requiring the name, ag< birth place,
was very brilliant,
interesting and well deof
each
clerk.
The
female clerks are
&e.,
livered. It consisted t*liicily of a recitation
particularly indignant against this movement,
of the life, studies, adventures, and achieveas an attempt at their removal.
They have ments
of this remarkable man, interspersed
the Congressmen on their side, however,
with many personal recollections.
Prof.
which is a strong point. The M. C'.’s can't
stated
in
the.
of
his
address
Agassiz
beginning
possibly dispense with crinoline in the departthat Humboldt was, at the early age of seven,
ments.
They need the encouraging smiles of
under ihe instruction of Canipe, author of the
beauty after the arduous labors of (he day.
The Grand Army p< rsuadod Lee out of Rich- German Robinson Crusoe, and that lie was
then doubtless inspired with the passionate
mond, but it can’t coax or drive petticoats
love of travel and adventure which was to
out of the Congressional harems. Mark that.
bear such fruit in later years. It is another
Among the members elect to the Legisla- verification of the old saying, “As the twig
ture we are glad o notice, the name of that is bent, the tree’s inclined."
Another slat
-|
veteran Democrat and aide business man, incut that struck the listener as worth rememHon. Isaac lleed, of Waldoboro. Hi sound bering was. that the birth of Ilumliidbt or
judgment and large experience will be of eurred in the same year that gave so nian\
sen ice in the Legislature, at a time when the1 and such
distinguished men to the world as
tendency is to deoarl from sound businessand Napoleon, Wellington, Canning, Cm ier, Walcused of

high
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Republicans, 31 Democrats—being a
gain of one member in the Senate

Scott and Chateaubriand.
Oh,
year, to have ushered in so much of
ler

happy
genius,

ambition, power and purpose, that

was

make itself felt down to distant and still

to
re-

mote ages.

matches and set tire to tin in-f, which
edtogether with the barn.
The fees at the New England Fair

<l*

m

Were

of jtrigham Young's daughters tried
with a young Gentile, but was ruthlessly d.
home b\ Mormon policemen.
One

Gen. Sherman is appointed Seer- tan of \\
till the vacancy occasioned b\ the death
Raw bus.
A color, d mail agent in Mississippi *‘disin>.
mail so liberally along the route that h
plained he hadn't enough to go round.
the

Two of the Democrats elected to the Maim* I
1 at lire are named John o. Adams—one from f.
ford, the oilier from Mayfield.
The dead body of an unknown
found in tlie Kennehee river.

man was

I

England is manufaeiuriiu a large numb,
pliant plows for use in India. Tim elephant
is manufactured i

n

1

r

••

)>

I ndia.

The New York Tribune that how l" loud and
for protection to home industry, i- printed <m
made in

Belgium.

A comet ha been JGeowivJ w hi/zing don
earth's orbit- but In b a little tb!l.»w. ami n e
need be afraid.
When Socrates was asked w hy he had built i
>elf so small a lion-.—••Small a- it b." be 1
“I wish | could till it with friends."
Tim

brig

yard of

John \V. Hunt,

was

launched ir

•!

Ingraham, in Rockland. i.i-i
AI>o, fr-mi tlm yard >*t Ann- A I! utkin.tinr.

Da\ id

er

A

\

n

Vim-.

in < imhrnlg. port w alk.-; oin of'a i
indow in hi
leep. md broke his ne k.

man

h

w

(

<

apt. \\

F.-tal

■

alien

Rout.

II. Rovuion ha> been ip;
V••‘••lit between Bangor and I

land.
The Kimw ill.* Wlih?, parson l>rownlow
has hern sold and converted into
l>*- ino.
That is eapturimr tin* citadel.

per.
In

drunken ti«rlit in New York ei!\. 1,.
llrausert fatally stahh.-d his two som, and M
Hamilton, in t »*yin«r to shoot his nem \. k
a

Madden,

an

innocent sj

ran...
•-

The musical exercises before and after the
shrrill Millay. of'sayadalimk ('oiintx.h,
address, under the skillful direction of Car! ed a deputy for \ otin^ the III. hhorn tie!,,
Xrrrahn were very excellent, and of the high- is no (piarter ;dven in that family tie-lit.
order—well in keeping with the diguilied
character of the day. They consisted of both
vocal and instrumental music. The singing

Tim li'istol:

est

was by one hundred and fifty male voices selected from the dill'erent Herman clubs in
and around the ( ity.
At the conclusion of the ceremonies the
City Hovernment united with the Natural

History Society in the reception that was
given at Horticultural Hall. This was one
of the most distinguised and brilliant allairs

i.^aiu.

pull ill:'. Mi. «
to ha\e it hl..wn

Ml- :»r*

The\ d"U*l

nn an

calldle.
i hr latest present lo l«rant is in ann-eli
le.-t hitfli, and ear\ed w ilh a limit illhir ol
il e.lilies from Sail Kraneis, .and i- mad

fornia laurel. [ Kxehan^e.
That’s a funny way of s-iyimr that In*

n

m

ehair-ity.
Railroad mm are lookine with a-toni
trunk marked “llworth. Kiiiki*."

am.

Miss Atlli 1»i*• k. a iioriln rn tea, hei .1 M.-m
a well and drowned
herself m
There w as some .ii-aca-rem. n
that has ever occurred in Boston. The gat h or—one of iier ehildrm I>-• iii_• whit andlh
hlaek—whirl) she eouldn’l a*
lint i.-r.
s|
ering of scholars, and ladies and gentlemen of eluded
to <|iiit husiness.
learning and cult lire, was one that is rarely
\'*t
:itr*» all Hit
I >em*>.• ’•:11 w. re «b~
In the hall was displayed a palm tree,
seen.
from t!i<* Kilf. rv Xa\
Yard and ra le ■!• pi:
that was borne on Humboldt's eolHii, as well their
plaee<. Now t hi 'authorities ar. p. t;. K
as some line portraits of the distinguished
a fearful amount of .p .due; (her.
Five foolish
n
il'
m
philosopher. One of these portraits was preL-in ill
ir.
-nllet
ult ..t u-in .v
sented to the Natural History Society. The from paraly-i- of the fa.
e \ i o 11
1
\V
11 i 11 lead W
* I»•
lit
p
powder-." ot

.jumped into
colored hahy.

so

1

company were entertained with happy speech -. ellt.
es, the reading of poems, music and a splenHa\ iii" "ot Itawlins Imried. the "o\ ernment
did collation.
timtes it-, pleasure exeur-ioll-.
The Hermans also celebrated the day after
V -ehoolini-tre--in Indian .. I. arniii;' lhai r
their own fashion by an exc ursion and picnic lawful to administer “phy-i.-al pnm- huemi!
m.uirhtv hoy a tremeudoii- eatha nie.
to Spy Pond, and afterwards an address, in
<>ne of the \Ya-hin,“ton ne"n» « ••un iim- u
tin' evening, at Music llall. This was delivat the I
I ha. I. viral
dm in
Waiter

Democratic

w a>

j,

w

nion

ered in the Herman tongue by Mr. Ileinzen, summer.
and four in the House. The Democrats electeditor of Her Pioneer.
\
i;
Will'll -a!' <1 .tierlit'
ed to the Senate are Messrs. Carloton and
Hu; contractors nave pcrtormoil tlieir work
Wednesday witnessed the opening of the ees Wi ll.
of Knox County, and Samuel IV. ColTorrey
Massachusetts Charitable Mechanics Associafaithfully and well. Mr. Tennant had lmt lit- lins of Aroostook
>!eepin,e illI lent- at a
linp-HH a till" i -aid
County.
'I’woifirh- who were re.-t-iilL on
tle personally to do with the work in its early
tion, in Fancied and Quincy Halls, winch are daiigerou-.
ed .1 a eanip-meetimr out West, are now e\ee. I
connected by a stout bridge for the occasion. ly anxious to he married.
stages, heingengaged in other contracts. And
VOTE FOR GOVERNOR.
The first exhibition of this society was held
to Mr. Willson the friends of the road and the
A Washington ne"ro, hi aomiie: fir. dofma
1808.
lK(i!».
in these same' halls eleven years ago. the re- lit* killed his w ife and h» r mother w ilh a hat
penploof Bedfast generally owe a debt of gratitude. The enterprise saw dark days last fall
5
A human foot
-r
ceipts of which amounted to twelve thousand
r
not attaehed to a ho.lv ..r
t
=
Er
E*
E!
live hundred dollars, everything that Yan- I ■■", wa- one of the thiliy- tloat. d :• -11* t« dui in
and winter, during the injunction eclipse.
r
the

Spring than

noWT

era! Sickle- aa proposed a new plan of arc
romie on ihe'nban subject. Spain is
mens of stone-work for this purpose were on the
highway. The work is highly credit
an intense slate
•!' oxeilenymt, blazing and
never seen.
They look as though they might aide to Mr. Ilogan, the contractor for the While llic directors, under the energetic lead
illing over ;i may lie said, on account of the
'•w
from ('alia, the reports from Washing- last for all time.
The dark, line-grained stone work. Its cost is §3500. A similar of the President, were lighting on the one
m and i’ari-. and the adherence of Minister
stone, is very beautiful.
The timber for this culvert is being built on the other side of Mr. hand those who should have been friends of
Siekl.-- in Madrid to the poliey of “sell, or
bridge is all ready, and it will be completed Bumps’s place.
the road, but were seeking ftV life, they were
hised’
■erhaps
in a few weeks.
Indeed, every bridge from
A constant feature of the work i-, the em- endeavoring on the other to encourage and
Belfast to beyond Brooks will be in place beployment given to the farmers and others liv- sustain the contractors. One of the contractAmtiii.M. Ilm i who lias just returned Irani j
fore January. The span of this one is 100 ing
t
upon the line. Persons are enabled to ing firm was frightened away by the proa- command ol' our (loot in the West Indies
feet, with a heigh! of til. Crossing the river employ their own labor, as well as their
at least a-; competent to give a correct view
boys, ceedings of the injunctors. Had Mr. Willson1
aud taking to the track again, we. rode until horses, oxen, carts, and
flinched, the whole enterprise would have
available
afl’nir- in Ctiha a the men who write Ilaveverything
the completed abutments of another bridge, in the business.
Provisions find a ready failed for the present. But he courageously
i:i corn
Xew
York.
His
views
jiondeneein
four miles from Belfast, were reached—this home market.
Houses are crowded with said “Gentlemen, I came here, to build your
thus given in the Xew York Times:
time over the Westeott stream—a bridge of boarders.
When the work is completed, it road, and I mean to do it, if the thing lie
Admiral I Toil' confirms the reports which
00 feet span and :!1 feet high. Reaching a will be found that the
nve hitherto been published about the 11011people living along the possible.” IIow near the road was to its
•xistcnci of anything like ail organized Gov- point where there were gaps between the road have
profited very largely by the money death may never he known. But, thanks to
rnmciit ii. Cuba. so far as the revolutionists
tills, and impracticable fora carriage, the ve- expended.
the courageous uprightness of the Supreme
re concerned,
'flu: accounts of battles and
hicle
was sent around by a laborer to a point
our
we
drove to Court of the State, the firmness of the PresiTaking
carriages again,
tigagenienls are always conflicting and conradictory. and even on the station it was an near Holmes’ Mill. tVe soon encountered Unity, with the exception of a half mile walk. dent and Directors, the faithfulness ot the
impossibility to get at the actual condition of in our way another bridge on which the stone Tin; soil is alluvial, with not a stone to be contractors, and the good offices of its friends
Tin- instructions of the Admiral, masons were at work. This stream is a
blairs.
lively seen, but broad green fields and cultivated generally, the enterprise is now an assured
v lieu tin
insurrection broke out, were to obcustomer when it gets its back up with a
No more success. It is more than that—it is a paying
slopes stretch on every hand.
vrve the strictest neutrality.
During the past: few months lie has been spring freshet, and needs substantial work in beautiful or productive land lies out of doors. investment from the start, as well secured as
The houses have a clean and thrifty look, and any like enterprise can ho.
igain and again accused of throwing all his bridges—which there certainly is in these.
empathy and support with the ispanish auby putting one foot before the other and the sleek cattle testify to good care. The
Col. Wildes, chief engineer, has largely
horiiic.s. There docs not appear to have been
to repeat the process, we
the good work, not only by his excelin
aided
track
is
the
continuing
from
and
is
of
reroad,
passed
sight
my foundation whatever for these reports,
lent professional skill and judgment, but by
md the large number of letters which the tile Could place, where the barn was remov- markably easy construction.
Admiral is in possession of from Cuban pat- ed to give room for the track, and the con\Y o stopped at the liotel ol Capt. Hummer. his influential position among the prominent
riots. give tlic strongest denial of these rumors. tractors are
some pretty It Yvas a
laboring
through
busy hostclrie in the days when men of the State. Ilrs advice has been of
Hei in favor of the annexation of Cuba, and
solid rock that proved to be under the barn. Seavey administered its affairs, when Nat.
great value and assistance. Mr. Mortimer,
considers that its purchase at $200,000,000
The running down the ends of embankments Holmes, now ol' the New England House, the experienced and faithful engineer in
would be cheap. The
country, lie says, is rich
in copper and gold, and under a
proper agri- and climbing the next one, must be excellent drove his spanking teams of grays from Au- charge of the work, upon whom has devolved
cultural sy-tcni. its productiveness would be
exercise l'ora person suffering from sedentary gusta to Bangor, and the great stream of the labor of making the working survey, has
increased threefold.
lie is of opinion that
habits. It equals the doctor’s prescription to travel went by this route. The Central Bail- done his work excellently well—locating in a
the Spaniards wit! finally agree to
relinquish
their claims to the island, but does not believe a patient troubled with sleeplessness—“Fill road took the travel, and Unity has not since manner to save all possible expenditure to
that they call he very easily forced into its your pillow with fresh sawdust every day, advanced an inch in business. What
they the contractors, while preservingthe interests
The Spanish licet in Cuba is and make the dust
surrender.
At Holmes’.Mill then lost, the new road will restore.
of the corporation.
With modest and unasyourself.”
Unity
all
their
war
ships compare fav- some
strong, and
sur- is a
been
Mortimer has a talent
dilliculties
have
Mr.
The
deserves
which
manners,
engineering
suming
lake,
lovely place.
orable with otir own. A strict watch is kept
all around the coast, and the entire coast line mounted by turning the course of the stream, a better name than Twenty-Five Mile Pond, is for the exercise of the exact sciences and a
is in their possession.
making a new town road, and thus securing one of the most beautiful sheets of water in the capacity for work that make his services an
a favorable location for the railroad.
Driv- country, five miles wide, with clean, gravelly acquisition to any enterprise of the kind.
The (iloueesler Advertiser says; “Seven of the
in the carriage a short distance, we again shores, down to which
ing
sweep the greenest of Mr. Wooster is also rendering valuable serI'.ay Heel have arrived sinee our last issue. brin<dn«r
vices as assistant—and so are the juniors,
ahoul 1700 barrels of maekerel. This makes twen- mounted that safe and reliable animal, the fields and meadows.
ly-nine arrivals in all thus far this season. Several mare of Shanks, and took to the railroad track,
In the morning, after a breakfast of perch Messrs. Lel’rnhn, I’all'rey and Wildes.
of 1 he fleet have landed their fare* at Charlotteflic sky, which had been threatening and fresh from the lake, we went, to view the crossWe returned from the trip willi a wish that
town.”
G.

mit

basis.
Tlic eemtractors report now in their service, ecu
the whole line, sin men. 110 horses, 20 yoke of oxen.

casework at the other end of the contract. Law and the persistent declaration by certain easy it may prove for future passengers in the
As an instance, it may be mentioned that in papers that no liquor is sold, we passed a ears, our testimony is decidedly that for pre- political maxims and to enter
upon visionarv
the heavy cut in crossing the Salathiel Nick- great many men who gave evidence of not sent use on foot it is as hard a road to travel schemes.
Mr. Reed cannot fail to take a
erson place, the clay was found to lie so hard belonging to the Iliehborn
party—being, as as that Jordan celebrated in song. At every commanding position in that body. We trust
that it had to lie drilled and blasted like rock. they informed the contractor, “Alitfle on me step we sank ankle deep, and indulged that the rumor wo have hoard of his intention
in a perspiration that was very destructive to to resign is not well founded.
Ledge and boulders are 'liable to be met in beer, sir 1”
At the Cillcy Ledge Summit is found the paper collars. The Bible says we should
unexpected places, and are very expensive
Tin: Hath Times. Mr. Whitman, recently
to move.
heaviest grade on the line, being for a short forgive those that lead us into hard places !
The high curved embankment beyond the distance 7rt feet to the mile. A very heavy and despilcliilly use us -and having great re- of Gardiner, ai d well known as “Toby Canl' {>]><• e lJrklge. is the handsomest piece of work earth cut of 27 feel depth is also found in spect for its precepts we shall have to over- dor,” the'Muine correspondent of the 1‘oston
or the kind to lie seen in the state, and is no- Brooks.
Just beyond it the dead water .if look the conduct of Willson. But whal shall Journal, has recently purchased the Rath
l imes, and vill in rulure conduct it.
The
1! stretches away to the stream is bridged by 100 (Vet of
ticed by all passer-..
heavy bo said of Mortimer, who knowing the charTimes
in
new
and
s a vast
show
appears
type,
in
without
warnus
where the glories of Keaver’s Tail were, blit piling.
of
the
saw
acter
go
place,
in the spirit, vivacity and variThat famous promontory,
are now no more.
Driving along in sight ot the track, which ing, and provided himself with a pair of boots improvement
of
its
contents.
Mr. Whitman possesses
much frequented of summer's evenings-by crosses and recrosses the highway, we reach- of such fearful size that tln-y bore him up ety
the qualifications for a .successful editor.
wa- ruthlessly
in
the
The
stream
like
sluies?
of
where
it
mood,
the
ed
a
snow
courting
couples
point
goes straight through the
crossing
digged down, and incorporated into the country, away from the travelled road, for a on a bridge composed of three parallel birch
THE ELECTION.
track. Kcyond the Tail, that was, the track distance of four miles, to the house of A. K. saplings, is not included in the above, and
We give b dow the vote for Governor by
struck a high lodge that could not be got Bumps in Thorndike. Here we (Mr. Will- constitutes a separate count in the indictment.
counties as far as heard from, embracing ."30
over or Hanked, and consequently had to be son, Mr. Mortimer and tin;
In due time we reached Burnham, and
writer) took to
towns and plantations, being about sevenour
a
hall
For
a
rear
and
And while we
rm: 11 ui.wuAl).
gone through.
our logs again, and faithfully footed the dis- had si-.kn
of the entire vote of the State.
eighths
people have heal’d the distant cannonading tance. The grading for the whole length of thought we had a just idea of the progress
Chamberlain’s majority in these towns last
with which the rock has been assailed until a this section is very nearly
completed. The that had been made, and its nearness to com- year was IS, l.)7, while this
year, it is blit 7,passage leas been made through twenty feet ends of t he long dumps arc approaching each pletion, we are free to confess it fell far beSti.S, showing a Republican loss of In,.789. In
high of solid, rock, at the expense, besides, other very closely, and the culverts are all hind the reality. The work this summer,
the towns to be heard from the vote stood
of tlieuuuns and eyes of sundry careless labor- in. The expeditionists, we observed, were favored by the excellent weather, has been
last year as follows: 1’jllsbury 8,207 : ChamOne of the Ida Us let out a spring of wa- each intent on his line of business. The con- pushed to the utmost with a large force. If
ers.
berlain 8,388, The entire vote this year will
ter. where we stopped to drink—-and if .Moses tractor had his attention on the methods of the
heavy rains hold oil' until into November
probably stand about as follows: Smith 38,got any better iluid out of the rock at Hebron, doing the work, with a view to economy. the grading of the road will be finished this
Chamberlain bl,300; Hiehborn I.SOO—
800;
lie did well.
The engineer, with a care for the permanence fall. The iron for the iirst section of twelve
Chamborlain a majority of 7,700, a
giving
Just beyond this a now dillieulty presented of the structure, had his skilled eye on all its miles will be all ready for delivery in Octoloss of 10,938 on his last year’s majority.
itself. In-filling across a cove of the river, parts, with an occasional warning to the ber, but it is doubtful if more than a few miles
The Legislature will stand as follows : Senit was found that the filling sank in the soft overseers that “this embankment must be are laid down this.year—enough, perhaps,
28 Republicans, 3 Democrats; House,
ate',
mud, as soon as it was raised to a certain widened,” or “this out is not down to grade." to enable a dirt train to make the long till
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kee skill and ingenuity can produce is here to
The Harvard boatmen have irriv. d fi an I
be set'll, and in their most attractive forms.
land, and had a reception in New 'loik.
On Friday the annual muster and parade
A r< venue otlieer charged N.» ah w ilh hr. u in:*
of the firemen took place. The four hundred in the irk. he all-t lie -aw a k a lie a oo ;r» »ili
w i th imps.
hoard
hardy, stalwart, muscular men in their gay
Wood-toek.
11|, Pr o in- d !m
At
ju-t aero
uniforms, and the fourteen huge brightly polI at niirht to
ished steamers with their accompanying hose some enterprising indi\ idual elimh.
top of the puhlie lla"st:Ytt, and nailed then
carriages and corresponding hook and ladder American ti t" bavin." on it in lire- letter-the w
carriages, presented a very grand and at- “Annexation." No one could he found with
tractive appearance. They were reviewed in," talent eii.>ii"h to "o for it. ami the Ha." Inin;
by the Mayor and City Council on the Charles two months.
street

mall

marched

49,008 07,510 33,089 40,900 4449

of the

through

Music Hall, where
banquet had been

a

principal

bountiful and

prepared.

thence

streets

to

elegant

In the after

by the despatches dinner
speeches the Mayor stated that the
which
publish to-day that the Spaniards
Government were soort to provide each
City
are getting excited about the attitude of the
engine company with a suitable and well si
United Stales towards Cuba, and breathe out
lected library.
all manner of threateniugs.
Also that the
Of the many new improvements which this
French Emperor has given them a word of
careful City Government is constantly muk
advice.
Fears have been expressed that
ing, (lie latest and most novel one is to have
England and France will interfere to prevent the street lamps lit all at once, and
by electhe acquisition of the island by this governThe apparatus is soon to be attachtricity.
ment—but this is hardly probable. The New
ed to the lamps on lleacon street, and if sucYork Herald has a despatch dated at London,
cessful will hi' carried through the City. It
Fc.pt. 20th, which states that the two powers is claimed that the money saved from the exhave come to an understanding not to interpense now incurred in lighting the gas would
fere. It will be borne In mind, however, that
pay for all necessary charges in two years,
the Herald strongly sympathizes with the
besides being a great saving of time and
Cuban revolutionists.
labor.
Cuisa.

It will be seen,

Common; and

the

we

The new fall hats have appeared, and are
OF A STATE VALUATION
COMMISSION
odious—tall, peaked and unbecoming. And
what is more disgusting they are to be trimAt r.rsTA, Sept 17.
the
an
Coventor
made
To-day
appointment med with a great number of feathers, not less
of a Stale Valuation Commission, as Iollows: than four, all of different colors. Just think
Cornelius Sweetser of Saeo, Seth Soannnon of
of a most ungraceful looking head-gear, in
Searboro, K. lv. Harding of Hath, Joseph A.
color,
say brown, with blue, yellow, green
Sanborn of lleadfteld. Cl. Weeks of Jefferson,
It. S. Pr eseott of Bangor, Nathaniel A. Joy red and white plumes !
This is an important commisof Kllsworth.
To make amends for this horrible style
sion, as they are to prepare a correct list of of hats, the fickle
goddess has given us one
taxable polls of the State on which to base
of the prettiest and jauntiest of scarlet sacks
Hu' valuation for the decade
APPOINTMENT
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Tht* Portland Adicrtis* r don't lik
Piddcford Journal •••pving a Wrt-11i?i; t• -1* parato tin- file* t that dam*' <'<. Plaint* w l<> be n*\l 1
nd.ui is buried, but Ih<* 11 11• 1 *
S. Senator.

isn't.
A Frenchman got exceedingly in
with a w
a hotel.
“You racial!” e\**laiin* ! he. “/'
>)■<» r ni)si‘ fw !J<>h
■

at

tin* editor of n
Tin* loK*khm*l (Ja/a tt* a* * iim
Free Press of going, in company with the M *\
to make* a Sunday * all upon a Democratic Pea
in St. (icorgi*. Wc >**• in tin- lad an ciicour-a:*in
N*> doubt the good deacon assured them Ih
“while the lamp hoi* Is out to burn" then* i- a eh a
for them. Divine mercy i> unbounded.

sign.

h
I'll** editor of the Springlichl, Mo., I.»• a*I*
been advertising for a boy, Ibr s* \* ral \\<*t k-.
learn tin printing trade, ami on Thursday hi- \\
till*•*I the order for him. which show s that a«l\ * 11
ing pays.
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all tin* while.
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Court held at Belfast, within and for the
Doty Washing Machine much; copld not be At a Probate
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of September,
persuaded to do without it, and with the aid of it we are
A. 1). In>9.
masters of the
position. On one occasion, the clothes
(i. LlTTLr.PIlCLl), widow of Andrew 1’. Lit
We
were prepared, but the washer-woman failed us.
J tletield, late ot Waldo, in said County ot Waldo,deI took hold (which
were not to be defeated In that way.
having
ceased,
presented a petition that Lben Littlefield
had
we
no
of course 1 should not have done if
machine,)
deand in J l-t* hours wo put through eleven dozen pieces of Brooks may be appointed Administrator on said
ceaseds
estate.
many of which were sheets, and they.were well done,
Ordered, That the said LoL give notice to all persons
too. We wish you great success.
interested by causing u copy ot t Ills order to be published
—Athree ,vec’s successively in the Republican .Journal,

ask Fill! im. mm mm wm;

bittkrs,

the date, name and age, must
I
In San Francisco, Aug. IMh, Fit* W. Brown, formerly
ot
orth[>ort, aged nl years.

I Obituary notices, beyond

be paid for.

AND
RISING
IN
iilE YOUNG
MAN HOOD.
reiteration, the vegetative powers of life are strong, but
n a few years how often the pallid hue, the lack-lustre
■ye and emaciated form, and the impossibility of appliIt
cation to mental effort, show its baneful influence.
toon becomes evident to the observer that soiuq depressthe
of
the
is
influence
body,
ng
checking
development
Consumption is talked of, and perhaps the youth is renove.i from school and sent into the country. This is
Removed from ordinary
)no of the worst movements.
Diversions of the ever-changing scenes of the city, the
towers of the body too much enfeebled to give zest to
aealtliful and rural exercise, thoughts are turned inwards
spoil themselves.
If the patient be a female, the approach of the menses
is looked for with anxiety, as the first symptom in which
Nature is to show her saving power in diffusing the eirMilatiou and visiting the cheek with thebloomol health.
Alas increase of appetite has grown by what it fed on;
the energies of the system are prostrated, and the whole
TJie beautiful and wonderful
economy is deranged.
period in which body and mind undergo so faiinatiug a
diaiigelrom child to woman, is looked for in vain; tin*
parent’s heart Meads in an xiety, and l'cncies the grave
jut waiting lor its victim.
Hklmi’-old’s Eat::a< t IU ciu for Weakness arising
lrom excesses or early indiscretion, attended with the
to Exertion, Loss of
Following symptoms ;
Rower, Loss of Memory, Difliulty of ISreathing, General
of
Weak
Horror
Weakness,
Disease,
Nerves, Tiemblfng.
Dreadful Horror of Death, Night. Sweats, Gold Feet,
Wakefulness, Dimness of Vision, Langour, Universal
Lassitude ot the Muscular System, Often Enormous Appetite with D} ^peptic Symptoms, Hot, Hands, Flushing
of fhe body, Dryness oi the Skin. I’allid Countenance
and Eruptions on the Face, l'aln in the Hack, Heaviness
of the Eyelids, Frequently Hlack Spots Flying belore the
Eyes, with temporary Suffusion and Loss of Sight, Want
of Attention, Groat Mobility, Restlessness, with horror
of Society. Nothing is more desirable to such patients
than Solitude, and nothing they more dread, for Fear of
Themselves; no Repose of Manner, no Earnestness, no
Speculation, but a hurried transition from one question
to another.
These symptoms, if allowed to go on which this Medicine invariably remove-:--soon follow Loss of Rower,
Fatuity, and Epileptic Fits in one of which the patient
—

SHIP

POUT OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

Sept. l*Uli.
Sept, lrtth.
Sept. juMi.
Sept. Hst.
Sch Atlantic,

Sell
Sell
Sch

|

Empire, Furguson,

Salem.
Antecedent, Pendleton, Boston.
Adaline, Ryan, Boston.

Brig Benj. Carver, Pendleton, Bearsport;

Sylvester, Fishing.

.Inly

years i*t age.
Who can say that these excesses are not frequently followed by those direful diseases Insanity and Consumpflic recordset the Insane Asylums, and the meltion :
ancholy deaths by Consumption, bear ample witness t*»
the truth of these assertions. In Lunatic Asylums the
The countenance
most melancholy exhibition appears.
is actually sodden and quite destitute -neither Mirth or
4iriel ever visits it. Should a sound of the voice occur,
it i- randy artieuhil*
With woeful measurcarwan Despair
Low sullen sounds their gri. t beguiled."
Whilst we regret the existence of tlie above diseases
and symptoms, we are prepared to oil' r an invaluable
ftift of chemistry lor the removal of consequences. IlEi.Mlioui's Ilium.Y Concentrated Ku n. Extract up
It is ail anchor of
There is :io tonic like it.
III cm
hope to the surgeon and patient, and this is the testimony
of all who have used or prescribed it.
Sold by all Druggists and dealers eveiywhere. Rkick
_.•JnI.'J per bottle, or 0 bottles for $r>./*0. Delivered to
any midress. Describe symptoms in all communications.
Address H. T. II ELM HOLD,
Drug and Chemical Warehouse,
full !{roadway, N. V.
are

genuine unless done i;r in
wrapper, with lac-slmile of my

steel-engraved
None

1st,

<J,

publisher, and drop
county papei for the .sensational New
Vorker. ll'e-uintiy editors would look a little
into t his matter,

we are sure they would
»p committing suicide for the benefit of
• miini_*
metropolitan printers, even when it
'--

*r

do-

tin

I.

I".- of

shape
a

M \ttei;s

Dcorgia

a

of

their throats with

cutting

fifty' dollar greenback.

is

A

(li.ouuiA.

town semis u->

a

correspondent
lew items of in-

imation concerning the state of things in
region, lie says—
the weather has been very hot through .J line,
hil\ ami August, hut September, so far, has
‘n
ii v ery cool. The cotton
crop, it is thought,
Hill lie helow tlie average.
Itice promises a
"n| yield, and cane more than an average
Corn is very poor indeed, owing to
'"•■jdry weather when in the milk. Sweet potai'>i
are also affected
by-the drought. The
largest crop iii this region is the hlaek-anil-tan
children, from seven years of age down, that
have sprung up since the northern armies and
It is a
nlie.il missionaries came hen
branch of industry that they pursued with a
mid deal of zeal. As there were “no Democrats in 1hcarmy,”tho smvingof this crop cannot he laid to them.
The condition of the
negroes has not been improved since the war,
illier morally or socially. Ubme few work
Tidily, and are prudent, but the majority are
reckless and improvident, keeping in debt, to
In ir
employers, lighting and stealing. They
will get legally married, Imt break the matriii.it

1

~

monial vows all to

iy
■on-!

pieces
opportunifamily affairs among them are quite as
iwhen
ly managed
they “put their

hi min

t

timrlher.”

at every

|
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Waterproofs,

Goods

Selling Very Cheap.

“redemption”

••expenditure.”
expenditure,

surprising

attempt
by publishing
figures

explanation.
Pennsylvania.

[Hartford

Richmond, Va., Sept.
admission

Congress

to-day.

FOR

District Court
Status. District,

AGENTS !

WANTED !
PROF.

other twelve months. Under the Constitution elections for Judges, Sherills, and city
and county oflieials take place in May, and tlie
officers elected enter upon the discharge of
their duties the following June. If the State
is admitted before May next, all the present
office-holders by military appointments would
be ousted. In order to save them it has been
determined to keep the State out another
term if possible.
With this view a number
of letters have been received from several
members of Congress counselling a strenuous
opposition by the party here to the restoraion of the State.
Among these arc several from Gen! I> F.
Butler, Chairman of the Reconstruction Committee, and even Mr. Bout well lias volunteered his services in the same direction. Butler writes to a former member of his statfbut now a discharged military employee, di,
reeling that lie should be untiring in his efforts to “get up evidence of violence at the
polls,” “intimidation of loyal men,” &e., by
the Walker party in the late election, and to
lay this before the Reconstruction Committee
when Congress meets.
Furthermore, Mr.
Butler instructed his agent certainly to remain in Virginia three weeks longer, and to
expend $11000 at;least in getting up the required testimony, with an assurance that tin; funds
so
disposed of would he returned. Mr. Boutwell, though not so explicit, writes in the
same strain to Porter, a Radical Congressman
civet whom he invites to Washington to talkover the matter and determine the course of
policy for the party of this State. Recent developments go to confirm the above, and Gen.
Canby’s appointment of Whittlesey, a defeated Radical candidate for Congress, as Attoriliney General at this late day, is quite
Other interesting disclosures are lockcant.
ed for daily.

be cured. No medical treatment can create new
when the lungs are very badly diseased, and
to some extent destroyed, a cure may be effected by Dr.
still

lungs, but

Sclienck’s medicines.
Also, in Scrofulous diseases these medicines arc* equally efficient. Dr. Schcnck has photographs ol a number
of persons who have been nearly covered with running
sores, and now healed up. This shows its purifying
properties, which must, be done to heal cavities in the

With Full Directions ami Forms of all Transactions, in
Every State in the Union.

THEOPHILUS PARSONS, LL. D.,
Professor ot Law in Harvard University, and author
BY

ot
many Law Hooks.
A Nkw Hook fok Kvkryrohy. Explaining the
rights, duties and obligations of ail the relations ot life,
as well as every kind ot contract and legal obligation.
A correct, economical and safe Counsellor and Adviser, giving directions for every proceeding, and showing how to draw and execute every kind of legal instrument. Essential to Every Farmer, Mechanic, Manufacturer, Public Officer, Landlord, Tenant, Executor,

lungs.

In tin* treatment of Consumption, It is of the utmost
importance to give vigor and a healthy tone to the system. lienee it is necessary to lengthen the appetite of
the patient and improve the digestion. Proper nourishment is required, together with such means as will make
the food easy digestible. The articles most suitable for
tin* diet ot consumptive patients are designated in Dr.
Schenek’s, Almanacs, which are distributed gratuitously.
In general, the most highly nutritious articles are to be
preferred; but the digestive organs must be strengthened
In order to make either food or medicine serviceable.
This requirement is met by the Sea Weed Tonic, and lor
tills purpose it was designed.
When the digestive powers are put in good order, tinfood has its proper effect, the system of tin* patient Is invigorated,and the lungs begin to exercise their functions
in a normal and healthy manner. Then the healing
powers of the Pulmonic Syrup will complete the cure.
Pulmonary Consumption is almost always complicated
and Liver Complaint. Schenek’s Manwith
drake Pills are intended to remove obstructions from tinliver and restore its healthy action. They have uli the
efficacy which is ascribed to calomel or “blue mass,” ami
are warranted noi to contain a particle of any mineral
poison. These pills cure the most obstinate costiveness,
bilious affections, and all other dissick headache,
eases which arise from a torpid or obstructed condition
of the liver. One box of these pills will prove the efficacy of the medicine.
In Consumption, the Sea Weed Tonic and Mandrake
Pills are Invaluable auxiliary medicines. They relieve
the sufferings ol the patient and assist the Pulmonic
Syrup in effecting acure. They have been found useful in
advanced stages of Consumption,where the lungs were almost entirely destroyed, uud all symptoms, according to
the judgment of physicians, indicated speedy deat h. The
lives of patients who were actually in a dying condition
liave been preserved lor mouths by the use of Schenek’s
three great remedies.

Dyspepsia

piles,

a

ftCiHMir.K.« jvim.iuac,

treatise

containing
the various forms ol disease, his mode ol treatment, and
general directions how to use his medicine, can be had
gratis or sent by mail by addressing his Principal Office,
No. lf» North Sixth Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Price of the Pulmonic Syrup and Sea Weed Tonic,
each, $l.f»o per bottle, or $r..SO the half dozen; Mandrake Pills, Jj cents per box. For sale by all druggists

Ilir.

rsd dealers.
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LOCK STITCH

I« A TRIUMPH OU MECUAIMM.
It Is cheap, simple, durable, uselul, ormiinciit.il unJ is
Warranted for tlx- Tears.

IT

,S. A.

HLA( K,

Ajvnt.

LAZARUS & MORRIS’

Perfected
AND EYE

INFORMS his friends and the
tinues to carry on

Wool

Carding

Monday,

<

5

[r

give

!

Oct. 18, is<»n.

He attends for tho purpose of assisting

o. HERVEY
In fitting the EYE in difficult

IvlER.

.,

be

taken,carried

In two

weeks.

Those

unusual cases.
suffering from impaired or diseased

vision

are

WAXTEM!

to the

plate.
43"

i;n r

>ioe

..

-l i: |

h..i r.i

....

'•>

nr

everywhere.

#**Wr ingt

r-

Si.. It.

V T !•: I!

A^t

I

of all kin.Is repa trial.

j
OVER 40,000 NOW IN ETSE,

..

inousurom in will 'no sold at a
it npp'ird lor immediately, said
Schooner is well Idmid in Sails, Uigging.
( 'itains ami Anchor?-, enouiro ot
in.‘».
tr.»
n[|',[)1';kh K, \<:o,

Improved Patent

Dental

sri: \m

Plates.

Any dentist in this county infringing upon thior

and most >1 them -old with tl-.- imi u- :n!m tint 111. mot.
ey would be refunded it not liked.
It tint foilud tor sale in an;. im\n. and v.mr tore-kee;
er refuses to get one tor \ on’
n.i tin- retail | u-. .<1 t.o.
Universal Wringer £.>.no. it wringer i- w nted ami u
will lorward tree ot Ireight and -.- -un are w,- that tie
will be liked that, we agn
to n fnml tin iimoey it
.i
one wishes to return the maehim free..; in-iehf, .tin
trial
!-•
month’s
according
direct!..nLiheral di.-eounf to tin ;rad. even w ! .-i.
Circulars scut tree o:i iji[ licatmu.

GEO. n. IIOOD, Goal. Aut
97 Water Street. Bostor.

Nil

MARK TWAIN’S
NEW BOOK with 231 Engravings.
Who ha not heard d the
rlna
N\'!.--!,a- n.
cd over his ijuaint -aving- and .jinn id. a-,;.ml
succumbed to hi> racy >ioi n

■

!..

.-

THE INNOCENTSABKOA
.n,
Is the ijuiiitcs-riii-. «ii liimse! i, b,
mb nten
.,n wall
V
cviltrution I all hi.' p >w
v
J,•
It
t
nr-l
L»l>i
its geuialit ami humm
able, laugh ihle, ami popular bo -k iu l. it', a
..w
and
gU.UOO \ ohmic.- Printed .1 Adv .no
!i>r Agent
i.
a
\
Addre-I
AM KHK W i'l’BI.ISHlV
«»., Ha: It,-id
1

Have You Tried

GL U

-

Id X Id

CARPENTERS and MECHANICS
pronounce it

SPLENDID ARTICLE.

a

Notico to Lumbermen
nndthe
limit
to
JL
\|arin
next mouth-- the;, other lor
b
b< ir a I -at v i! u:i.
Last Sullivan, consi.-r ing cl about one trnumamt
mb
timber land, thro- sta\e mill-, a 11. u 1 at -a
some other machinery, a wharf,
-luir,-. and
VII th,
needtul appurtenances !>. h-nging tlnaet".
a*, a b.
is in good running order, and will"
and on the most liberal term
in oi.b-r t«* .<>
concern tlie coming tall.
KiKpnn* at ; In- -fore of 11
Cooper, IJellast, or of tin proprietors <>n the pren
ct -on.*.
tin
hail.

copartnership ex.-ting
f|Alll\ 11AI.LS
.A CotH’KU"

f'.wlo

STEAM BOILER WORKS-

,,

>

LL kinds of Steam Boil rs. Locomotive Tubular,
J\ Flue, Marine and Cylinder, made to order, us
(>ld
cheap as they can be made in Boston or elsewhere.
boilers taken in part naynirn: iormew; also ship and oil
smoke
ami
sheet
ami
iron
doors
stack,
shutters,
tanks,
iron work done to order, ltepairing of all kinds iu our
line promptly attended to.
1) WILL SCI LI VAN.
him.'
Corner of Washington & Oak St. Bangor Me.

Counly Musical

••

>

For Salo

Association.

Brigadier's Island,

will hold its next
llayford’s Hall in Pelfust,
commencing Oct. nth, at in o’clock A. M., and closing
Friday Evening tin- Nth.
I.. <>.
PROF.
EMERSON, ot Poston. Conductor.
Soloist.
MRS. II. M. SMITH,
•Pianist.
REV. WOOSTER PARK Eli, President.
FRED. PARKER, Secretary.
Waldo Musical Association
rpilE
JL. Annual Convention in

Sept. 10th,

>i;

.an

^.tr-j.
ON young short-horned -to,-k.
Applv
la

Searsport, Aug. II,

s

V. tiiio."

1m id.

Just received and

A. A.

L~J
q

imj

t"
p

selling

very

cheap

for

MOORE,

Manulaelurrr ami Ival.-r in

rubbers^
Particular N. B. :boots, shoes & Finding:
Ld

The

z

undersigned, having spent
ness

nine years in the busiof MANUFACTURER and DEALER in

BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS,
Leather and Shoe

Findings,

Xj,
N*m
Supplied

#
Witll all

oumry

miners

BOOl'iujilMIIOi:

makers.

Most

Klmis

01

especially

rum:*,

nrnim^, iowi>,

uiki

IIOOT4, M1I4IEN ami III. lilt EIt V at Jobbers’

!

HOOT* made to TOettaiire and Itepuirin^ done
with XeutueM* and l»i«|»utcl>.

A. A. MOORE.
llclfiut, Sept. ‘JO, ISrt'J.

Gentlemen,

FOUND.

KI) up iu Belfast bay on the loth inst., a stick ot
hardwood ship timber, which the owner can ha\c
|
recommended to avail themselves by proving property and paying charge*. (iK( >. IK >|, |
:swii
'wll
I
of this opportunity.
Belfast, Sept, is, l#j.

f TRUNKS, V AUSFS, «fcc.

liwl

1

»

No. 13 Phoenix Row,

Ur.ra'AST,

^
^
Lu

.0®“ Takes pleasure in returning his thanks to his
triends and tin* public for their favors, and is prepared to
show and sell at very low nrices and small profit* any
kind ot goods in the above line.
mid

Loather and Shoo

<

Trunks, Valises, &c.,

to til'll the great American Household Hook,
“Altliotl's live* of tile President of the
liuitesl htittew/* complete in one volume, and splendidly illustrated witli over forty engravings. This Is,
without doubt, the best book tor canvassers ever
published iu tins country. Kxclusive territory and liberal terms
to Agents.
JOHN II ANKKltSON.
tab
2 Klin St. Portland, Me.

PICK

\

ni: u:i v

roasting b(MI H'XKi: .lOSKI’M,

awiu

or

i'!; I

an.i t li>prevent tin- .o;- Ir.-nt .li-.onmrtm.r
artiel.
wringing large
Any M'nsitOi- per-nut tan uml. r-tami that .. Wring.t
! whiih eanpiii ij-.tt
i/,>n-n li*
Sk.t s' i ii
i ■.•<> uneet
when
'in I tween tin
ills, is liltU
il any l>ett
titan ..no with rl any fogs it 11. h.i-.uis.
the cogs fail !.• hoot
rvi.a- when most n ..1.0,
lit.
I iii%4Tw;«l has not tl.i- la! tl »>‘• i.• t i•
i.nt
%% .»*•_
nintt'il lluraliU1. 1
iiiii.• for th>- 1 \l\i l: \ 1..
ami tak m* o her.
!■

n

is now established a WONDERFUL SUCCESS.

any person w. aring such plates, not purchased
ot me, will be dealt with as tin* law allows.
Certain mischievous persons have reported that I have
left Belfast. Numerous living witnrs-ia will testily ihat
such is not the case. 1 have m» intention >t leaving.
And I will give public notice when 1 do.
tf7
CALVIN MOO BIO i>. 1*. S.

right,

j. DORMAN.

AWE.V^A-Ladies

IM»l f.I.i.
«.

when

Sold

Having purchaser t m;. imu.mmi tinexclusive privilege ol using this improve,1110111 in Waldo (.’omity, 1 tak« pleasure in
otlering it to the public as a discovery ol
1 nousamts <u ju rsous ran icmh) io uir in
great merit.
convenience ot liaving their plate.- drop at. au> une.vpect
ed moment, while eating or speaking, and having particles of food, berry seeds, &r., collect under them. By the
use of this improvement, all difficulty i- overcome.
Vou
cannot throw the plate from ;ts place by any movement
or pressure ot the tongue.
Neither do you have to learn
We not only get but retain
to keep them in their place.
the Atmospheric pres-nre over the entile surface of the

80
at

ANH

I.I^Om.S

only Wringer with

•.

everything for STICKING,

Atmospheric

having

same as

<

IMPROVED

will

we

Mill,dressed prices.

Trice the

m

1

by action- the truth of;

Folsoms

Dressing,
on

Pickles,

j IU 1 i that
Si. A KIN I,.

GEO. II. HOOD, Gonl.

Tin-

con-

FOLLETT, No.

Mill*.
Sept, lti, 1809.

or

call and

us a

At 13 Phoenix Row,

depend

m

ever

bargain

of
Taxes.

Valu,.

jug

prices

lions, m\v

be hud up-

public, that he

& Cloth

other

Maine.

at

Schooner for Sale

1
70
$ lx
571 15) 1 521
55 5o‘»
$0.2?
52
125
1.58
Mary Wade.
lo
John Carver.
50
1.05
105
2.11
Benj. Brown, Busby Lot. 55 150 1 15
50
1.05
Sally Robbins, (Heirs Lot.) 12
1-1 15 1 00
Alonzo Dutch.
75
2.05
57 1x0 i ll 1 11271
Robert Maker.
10.57
AI.ON/O K. FLK 1CII KR,
Treasurer of Northport.
“<w 10
Northport, Sept. I, 1800.

at Freedom Village, where they may
their work well and faithfully done.
Cloth left at the store of F. A.

MR, C. HERVEY, Jeweler,

Only

tt

id

r\

4m KO It I J\ 4m. II EL IA l*lieni\ Itott
Miv. WKI.I.S keeps on hand the he-1 a-'ortinent id
I'd l lit .he found ;n the Market. II .At H KS. 1*1.1 M
<21 l.M’KS, UAH A 1*1*1 KS \, N a /ad as tlnv .m.
in Season.
-m

.'itVlO

Owners’ Names.
Rhoades.
Daniel Goodnow.

Ono of tho Ann will bo at tho Storo of
their Agent,
Main Street, "ill
and returned, once

Dny

v

S

-

the novelties in

Ko Family should to without it.

George

I

_

One

<

c

%

r j

GLU-ENE

JESSE DORMAN,

Spectacles
GLASSES.

Belfast,

—

§

i

HOI I

j Beats

Non-Resident Taxes.

OELEBTiATED

ns-

Yes ? Yes! Yes ! Yes! !

In the town ol Northport, county of Waldo, for the
year l«dS.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the town <d Northport tor the year lxos,
in bills committed to Jacob L. Rhoades, Collector of said
town, on the first day of July, A. I). 1x08, lias been re
turned by him to me as remaining unpaid on tin* twentytilth day ot June 1801), by bis certificate of that date, and
now remain unpaid, and notice is hereby given, that it
the said taxes and intervening charges, and interest,are
not paid into the treasury ot the said town, within eigh
teen mouths from the date of the commitment of tinsaid bills, so much of the real estate taxed as will be
sufficient to pay the amount, due then-tor, including interest ami charges, will, without further notice, he sold
by public auction at my store in said Northport, on tinsixth day ol Jan. A. Ik* 1870, al one o’clock, 1’. M.
m

Read Tliis!

in

4

>

r

i

1..N

\Y

Ellsworth American and the Republican Journal newspapers print 'd in said District, once a week tor threi
weeks, and that all creditors who have proved their debts
and other persons in interest, may appear at said time
and place, and show cause, If any they have, why the
pra>er of said Petition should not be granted.
WILLIAM P. PREBLE.
t'w'J
Clerk of District Court for said District.

r

YOUR

KKiJl’lllKS All: iUilll
They are cheap,neat, com. uient, handsome, aim
managed. No lainily that, has tried these jar- will h,
without them. There is no fussing with limited w i.\,
any sticky compomul, but a neat rap of glass i.- !.,i
down hy
metallic screw upon an India dul.h.
p u l.m
that hermetically seals the jar in an in.-dant.
*»*< A.I.K AND SKK Til KM. *.fr

Sinioiitoii Bros. tV Co.

the same on the tirst Monday ot November, A. 1).
ISO**, before the Court in Portland, in said District, at 10
o’clock, A. M., and that notice thereof be published in

3 m 11

,{l

A\V

ttu

til*

examine and thoroughly
TEE MACHINE.

I

Tin* hrd in tin* Mark.-! (or 1 *r.

tliis advert Dement.
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Sewing Machine!
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The Strongest & best WRINGER in the Market.
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SHUTTLE

all

keep

we
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Poaches, Plums, Tomatoos,

The

Uwlti

Court that

easy and the Machine the t'.l

resl

i.ig T1 acliilie
the w ork pi m. i. ...

or on

Ai’MOSniKRK: JARS
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iii.nui.

by the

cash,

art

ottered to the Ladius of Tilts Oorx-

the matter of BENJAMIN

is

llwi'oan's

unprecedented for cheapness

Administrator, Guardian, Minor, Hcir-at-Lavv, Legatee,
Sheriff’s Sale.
Apprentice, Mariner, Auctioneer, Hroker, Notary, Hank
WAi.no, ss. August b'dli, ISO1.*,
Officer, .Justice ot the Peace, Consignor, Slier it!, Under
Sheriff, Selectman, Commissioner, Married Woman,
on execution in favor of John Cicely and
Widow, Trader, Markotuiun, Citizen, Property-holder.
against Edward L. Bradstrcet,all the right, title and
So plain, full, accurate, and complete that no person interest said Brad.-treet has in or to the lot ot land he
can afford to be without it. Embodying in popular form
and Oeorge W. Bradslreet bought of David Neal, deed
tile results of the labor uud study of the most popular dated Doe.
Ilth, isf>:>, also all the right, title and interest
aud successful writer of law-books in the country, said Edward L. Bradstrcet has in or to the Turin on
Worth tkn timks thh rru’k askkh f«»k it' Exclu
which he now lives,and all the right, title and interest he
sive territory given. Send tor descriptive circular. Ad
has ii the wood lot adjoining sain farm, to be sold at l’ub
iwll
dress S. S. SC KAN TON & CO., Hartford, Ct.
Ito Vendue Sept.l->0'.*, at the Branch Mills House or
Taveru, occupied by Everett Bndghum, at one o’clock in
the afternoon.
SAMUEL NORTON, Dept. Sheri If.

It make, the

in

tlal

its installments

on

PRESERVE

Paper

continually arriving

L)U\ A HAN O'! GOODS,

KAf.ISlI, Bankrupt.
HU IS IS TO 01VE NOTICE that a Petition has been
X
presented to the Court this twenty-seventh day ol
July, A. I). ISO'J, by Benjamin Aalish, of'Bucksport, in
said District, praying that he may be decreed to havi
a lull discharge trom nil Ills debts, provable under tin
Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition
in

PARSONS

Laws of Business,

HOME

are

3

.»

lot

Belfast, July gs,

Spool,

IJlook,

District.

T. HELM HOLD.

IGl.OOd.dGJ.Jd

Fa. oritc »c«

WliitalFs Patent

tablishment

Bankrupt.

Rocklaiul, Sept. 13, l8f»P.

al

Family

etsl k i t t'j

our

mid

NOTICES.

5th District of Maine, ss.
A warrant in Bankruptcy has been issued by said
Court against the estate u! William Frye, ol the County
ot Knox, ami State ot Maine, in said District, He has
been duly adjudged Bankrupt, upon Petition of his
creditors, and the payment of any debts ami the delivery
ol any property belonging to said Bankrupt, to him, or
to his us«, and the transfer of any proper!\ by him, are
forbidden by law. A meeting of the creditors ot said
Bankrupt, to prove their debts, and choose one or
more Assignees ot his estate, will be held at a Comt ot
Bankruptcy to be bohlen at Rockland, in said District,
on
the 1th day of October,A. 1). lsiip, at in o’clock,
A. Al., at the otlice of Peter Thachor, l'!s»p, one ot thw
Registers in Bankruptcy of said District,
LKAN DKR WKUKS, l)ep. C. S. Marshal for .-aid

*e h’ mernher that
Ws‘e.1

Sj mol

Enamelled

yd

>

neat

arrangement, fee.
instruct ions given and satisfaction guaranteed.
lll liSK’. ,v .V.IOKWAKlh

87 cts.

LAUGH QUANTITIHS at,

r coi iiT or thi; u.\ht;])
J ST ATUS-For the Filth District of Maine. IN
BAN KRC P IVY. In the matter ot W I U. I A M I'RY Iv

\

a

tVI i: 1

o~ing,

of

Tull

Collars Idols, per Ilex.

next Court ot Bankruptcy, for the County ot
will be held at the otlice ol the Register ot
Probate, in Belfast, on Tuesday, October 10, 1800, at :
o clock, 1*. M.
PK I KK TilACUKK, Register.
tf
Belfast, August ‘-JO, 1800.
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COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.

1

all classes of people.
There are at present many styles of
Machines, at
riotis prices in the market,
making it important tire

1**1.

va

Cotton 3 cts. per

Jyihtbk

,-

\ ork

Rest 200

rnilK

Simonton Bros. & Co.

■

rendering to

tug intelligently prepared

Remnants Merriniac Prints 11

demonstrate

JUST RECEIVED JVT

jkm*

wide. Brown

yard

All Wool

1111E subscriber hereby gives public notice to all concorned, that lie has been duly appointed and taken
upon himself tin’ trust of Executor ot the e-taie < t
Amos Sp owl, lnt» ot Winterport, in the County ol
Waldo, deceased, by giving boud as the law direct-; In*
therefore requwsc all persons who are indebted to -aid
deceased's estate to make immediate payment, and those
wlm have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same lor
settlement to him.
Jwll
JAMES W. 8PROWE.

FEATHERS!

just received another lut of tlu.se < .-let.raid
... e.juaiiy guild lor line or
heavy work.
■Sewing Machines are too well known to reunite any
detailed essay on the great
advantage tin y are- eapatde .t

erg

i‘l s.

Street,

have

ALL WOOL DeLANES,

All Linen Table

1

BANKRUPTCY

Towels,

1-2 1-3 Cts.

at

WOODWARD,

54 Main

1:2 l-‘2 Cts.

at

Sell in”'

a

A NEW LOT OE

HERSEY &

l:2()ts.

f

LAUNCHED -At Uoekport, Me, tith inst. from tinyard ol Talbot & Muzzy, a brig of I'.M tons burthen,
called the “C. S. Packard,” owned by the builders ami
C. S. Packard, who is to command lur.

Linen

!

Cotton & Wool deLillies,

One.

JL

rigging

a

t ess

rilllK subscriber hereby gives pub.ie notice to all coucerned, that In has been duly appointed and taken
upon himselt the trust of Administrator of the estate *>1
Eunice I'hillu ick, late ot Thorndike, in the County ot
he
Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law direct
therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said
dtceased’s esiate to make immediate payment, unit those
who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same tor
settlement to him.
Jwll EDWARD E. MORTON.

windows,

them

Collin”'

1111

Sell Ralph Oarlton, (of Camden, Me.) Perry, Boston,
trom Baltimore, reports encountered a gale of the Mb,
in Block Island Channel; lost, mainsail, foresail, staysail,
and tilled
jib mid boat, stove cabin doors ami
cabin with water: shipped a sea with swept one man.
Wm. Roche, Prussian) overboard, ami disabled another,
■Peter Noma, Prussian.) Alter losing sails the vessel
became unmanageable, and the sea making a complete
to save
breach over her, the crew took to the
themselves ; finally anchored and bent a spair suit of sails.
Seh Velocity, Hutchings, left Boston for Steuben, Me,
It is
on the 4th inst. and has not since been heard from.
believed she was out in the gale of the Mil, ami sunk
with all on board. The names of those on board were,
Edward H. Hutchings, captain; Andrew Piukhaiu,
Snow Door, and—Willey, crew. The three first named
belonged in Steuben; the last in Cherrytleld. Me,

CJuaiMtsmplioii.

meeting

Good

at. :JO

E subscriber hereby gives public notice to all conJ..
cerned, that he has been duly appointed ami taken
upon himself the trust of Administrator of the estate
ot Martha A. Burrill, late of Waldo, in the County ot
Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as tin* law directs; lie
theietore requests all persons who are indebted to said
deceased s estate to make immediate payment, and those
win* have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same tor
Jwll
Ik 11. BURE1E1..
settlement to him.

SAILED.

Sell Castellano, Hart, Bangor.
Sept.
Sch Antecedent, Pendleton, Bangor.
Sept.
Schs Banner, Curtis, Salem; Win.
Sept,
Ladle, Ryder, Rockland.
IMh.
bull.
‘,’otli.

goods and make

S P E C I A L T Y

i\JL

NEWS.

object,
remedies.
■ell” on tlu> subscriber who reads the decoy the loth amendment is
does not
say that all cases of Pulmonary
ratified, is by strategy) Dr. Schcnck are
within the reach of medicine, but he
Consumption
'led- m pood I nt l expecting to find it eom- to lilillmster the
Ladies, if you want the best SEWING MACHINE in
often when patients have the the
that
to
over
the
asserts,
emphatically
Virginia question
Market, please cal! at the
most alarming symptoms, such as a violent cough, creepa
severe one
and if is not to be
next session of Congress, atul thus keep the ing chills, night
sweats, and general debility, even to
SHOP
STRAW
such a degree that they are obliged to lie “in bed, and
II .t’ that indignant subscribers take
present appointees of Gen. Canby in ollice an- when they are given up by their physician, they may of.S. A. BLACK & CO.,
High St., Belfast,
him of tin New
test the HOME tilll'T«
u

l’robatc* Court held at Belfast, within and for the
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot September,
A, l>. kSOU.
\ .TAltV MARDENf, widow of James Marden, late of
Stockton, in said County oi Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition lor an allowance trom the p. r
sonul estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Mary give notice to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order 10 be published
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal,
printed at Belfast, that they may appear al a Probate
Court, to b»* held at Belfast, within and for said County,
on the second Tuesday of < ictober next, at ten ot the clock
bi fore noon, and shew cause, it any they have, v> !»_> tk»
praverof said Petition should not be granted.
ASA TliUREOLClI, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. FiKt.o, Register, .'Jwll
At

LARUE STOCK

of

printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and lor said County,
on the second Tuesday ot October ne.\t,at ten of the clock
before noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
prayer ol said petition should not be granted.
ASA TliURLOLdil, Judge.
Afruecopy. Attest—1>, P. Fikld, Register. :twll

DIEI>.

An«l take no other. See'that the portrait ot l>r. Clarke
supon the label of each bottle. No other is genuine.
1 hey are purely vegetable and will not intoxicate, tfsp

t/i/;u?.

,•

p,

BEST QUALITY in the Market

1018

lit this city, iOth inst. l»y Rev. (J. Bailo y, Mr. B. F*
Barlow, of Freedom, to Miss Ida I.. Baker, ot Montvillc

^i.00

to

a

of lhe.se

We like

MARRIED._

principal Wharf in the harbor, at reasonable
Inquire ol
IV II. MinPMOX.
i:;tf

$l,0G0,.KS0,070.74 Chemical warehouse, and signed

warrants*.

Wo keen

j

hi the

I)k. Sciiknvk's ITi.monic Svkim’ lor the cure o
Colds and Consumption.
The
and
of bonds Coughs,
l>ic. Seur.M'K’s Si:awki;i> 'I'msir tor the cure ot Dysdid not reduce the debt. One liond was sub- pepsia and all the Debilitated Conditions ol' the Stomach.
stituted tin another. Xor was this an exDu. SniKNCK’s Manukakr I’ii.i.si for Diseases ot
the Liver, or to aet as u gentle Purgative.
Hut the Radicals
pense or
All ot tiiese three medicines are olten required in curing Consumption, though tin* Pulmonic Syrup alone has
call it an
and on this assump- cured
many desperate cases. The Seaweed Tonic and
tion claim that the expenses last year were Mandrake Pills assist in regulating the Stomach and
Liver, and help 1 he Pulmonic Syrup to digest, and .search
reduced. No wonder the Tribune says that through the blood vessels, by w hich means a cure is soon
ell'ected.
it will ••not comment” on this fraudulent
These medicines are conscientiously ollered to the puband reliable remedies for Pulstatement.
It is
that any respec- lic as the only sale, certain
| monury Consumption, and lor all those morbid conditable paper should
to deceive its tions of the body which lead to that fatal disease. Liver
Complaint and Dyspepsia are olten loierunners of Conreader,-,
in such sumption, and when they manifest themselves they rethe
quire the most prompt attention.
a manner as to deceive them.in the absence
The Pulmonic .Syrup is a medicine which has had a
before the public. Its value has been
of “ciiinnti-iit'iir
Hut it is done long probation
proved by the thousands of cures it has made through a
to deceive the voters in
Ohio, period of more than thirty-live years, in all ot which
time its reputation lias constantly increased, and the
and other States where elections are to be most obstinate skepticism can no longer donut that t is
a remedy which may be used with couildencc in ail cases
held this fall.
Times.
which admit of a cure.
It the patient will persevcrmgly follow the directions
which accompany each bottle,he will certainly be cured,
it
his
FROM VIRGINIA.
lungs are not too much wasted to make a cure nosICven in cases supposed to he incurable, when
; sible.
friends and physicians have despaired, the use of this
l(i.
medicine has saved the life of the patient, and restored
dot to defeat the
of this Slate him to perfect, health.
Dr. Schcnck himself was cured in precisely such cirinto the Union at the
of
i cumstances, and many others have been equally fortunate by judiciously making a timely use of Dr. Schcnck’s
was disclosed
Hits main
after

A]

Invigorator

1<rorn *)o r/.v.

j

VI.ANSON

ernis.
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d

J-vear

li{v™i°h*

j

JOURNAL.

expire.
During tin: Superintendence of Dr. Wilson at the
Hloomingd tie A lum, this sail result occurred to two
patients: reason had for a time left them, and both died
of epilepsy. They were ot both sexes, and about twenty

Redemption of Treasury notes, acts of WO l
and WGJ.
Redemption of temporary loan, per act
Jo and .March 7, 1SGJ
Redemption of eertilicates of indebtedness,
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currency,
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Tin: mail—i.xetiANbi:

Principal Ol I lie public
debt : redempi ion of
loan of isl-j; WIT.
ami Ms.
Reimbursement oi'
Treasury note* issued
prior l■ July 22. W-tG,
and of nolo- as per
act of iilly 22, IMP...
Redemption of TeXall
Hidemnity Mock.
Payment of Treasury

coupon Tivas, notes.
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Tola!expendituresof'the Navy Depart-
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Mimi

exchanged

Total expenditures, civil list.$11 .!)"»<).l.Mhfis
foreign intercourse l,41l.2l4.of>
Toial miscellaneous expenditures. 2‘M» lx,207.01
tool expenditures of the Interior Department. 27,ss2,00i).10
Total expenditures of the War l >epartlnent.122,21'i.llb.lT-’
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THE WEED

fli0M a<i^afusaj
the young, the middle aged, and even tho.
vanned in lite, nnv derive untold benetits from a
!(T1IE
medical
work,
new
SCIENCE
of Dr. Haves’
Ifl 1 E,or SEE1 -PRESERVATION,” a treatise upon the
nervous disease-* and other
generative organs, and d the the
errors of youth and abuse
Probate, held at Belfast, within and lor the
maladies rhat are caus« by
j
is
A.
book
published by the “Peabody Ai a ( ourtot \v. tdo, on the second Tuesday ot Sept.
of the system. This
1
County
Boston, and also the “SKXI AE !
Medical Institute.
AND
That
the
HER I)LM EASES,” j
”*>tft!on, Osdored,
PHYSIOLOGY OK WOMAN,
,‘11 Porso,'.s
from the able pen of the same author. Thousands of j
by
to
Dot 1 sexes have been taught by these works the true
ul
ii
said
1
petition,
musing copy
see advertisement of the
ami
health
to
happiness,
way
to be published three weeks successive
“Peabody Medical Institute,” in an other column.
can Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, v--it they
be held at the 1 robate
appear at a Probate (’ourt, to
ot
Otiicc in Belfast aforesaid, on the second iuesday
October next, at ten o’clock i» the forenoon, and shew
be
not
should
saiuo
the
the
ill
effects
it
caused
ex
cause
by the
any they have, why
Removes from the system
ASA 1 il l'KiJ.PC U, Judge,
granted.
cessve use of >.lchoHc liquors, ami effectually destroys
the appetite for these stimulants. It gives tone to debil£ true copy. Attest—B. P, Fikli*, llegister. ?»-ll
itated mucous .-urfaces. Ktl'ete matter is removed from
the system, thereby restoring it to normal healthful con- At a Probate Court held at Iiellast, within and for tin* !
dition. As a medicine it is quick and effectual, curing
('uunty of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of September,
the most aggravated cases of Dyspepsia, Kidney ComA. D. 1809.
of
and
the
Stomach
other
all
ami
Derangements
W. GRKKR, named Bxecutor in a certain
plaints.
I'his elegant preparation
Rowels in a speedy manner.
instrument purporting to be the last will and i
has stood the test of years. A wine-glass full before eat- testament ot Benjamin Thomas, late of Morrill, in said j
ing will give a good appetite, and prevent all suffering- | County of Waldo, deceased, having presented said wiU ;
from indigestion. Ladies of weak and delicate constitu- I tor Probate.
tions should take the Invigorator three times a day. A
Ordered, That the said Alans.<n give notice to all
wine-glass full before retiring will insure sweet and rc persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
freshing sleep. All the proprietor asks is a Trial, and to published three weeks succe.-sivelv in the Republican
induct* this he has put up the Invigorator in pint bottles .Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
at 50 cents—quarts, $1.00 Principal Depot, 15 Central Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
wharf, Boston. Mold by all druggists.
County, ou the second Tuesday ol October next, at ten ol
Sold in Belfast by *. A. IIOIVKM iV CO.
the clock before noon, and shew cause, if any they have,
In Stockton, by jOHX n. AM E* and M It*. P. why the same should not be proved,approved and allowed.
tt5
E. KI.TIIIA liL.
ASA TilURLOCCII, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P, Ffi'i l>, Register, ‘.wll
ltd IBi*li<»|» Wcott, oh Clothe* W ring er.

»‘v
I I Vinn!l ci«S?,ofce

14 to 1*
12.Round Ilog,
1.20 Clear Salt Pork. $25 to27.o°
0 to o°
0.00 Mutton per lb.
b to 1°
0.00'Lamb per lb,
00 to o°
1.20 furkeys, per lh.
.'0 to <»0
1.2.5 Chickens, per lb,
bo to oo
2 50 Ducks, per lb.
75 Hay jier ton,
$11 told
-lo Lime,
$1.50 to o.oO
40 to
1e
15 Washed Wool,
50,Unwashed Wool, .20 to 25
45 to 00
12 Pulled Wool,
9 1-2 to 00
20;Hides,
20 to 00
2s ('all' .Skins,
50 to 75
Skins,
24[Sheep
9 to
d.OOtoS.OO
12 Wood, hard,
4.00 to5.00'
o.oo to 0no Wood, sott,
5 to 0
Mold j Dry Pollock
s to 10 |
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f”oni the Treasurer's Report, the following
expenditures and exchanges of
bonds in the .'.ear ending dune. IStfS:
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the expenditures that year amounted to over
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WEED! WEED! WEED !

Ln "greatly depreciated.
W ii KUiij'oiiK your petitioner prays your honor to
grant
him a license to sell and epuvet the whole of the real
estate of said deceased, including the reversion of ih<Widow's dower thereon,) as will satisfy said debts, and
incidental charges, and charges of administration.
W. II. MeLLLLAN.
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Now let the reader notice how the statement of tin Radicals at this time is made up
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expenditures of the gnvierimn'iit" for die tiseal year ending dune .hi,
In the laee of these ollieial figures the
lsd'.i.
die Kadieals send a report from Washington,
and tin tribune boasts of it, that the expenditures of the government for the year ending
ieus,
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•urmv-f. 'that

kvekv

Base Ball i-un loubtcdly good exercise aid capital
amusement, but it often oeeassions bunged eyes.
broken shins and blistered hands. We can tell you
that in all such e#sos if ‘‘Johnson's Anodyne Liniment’' is resorted to, it will reduce the swelling and
stop tic pain.

••

addle ,»> |i\ dllilire < ioclflVS a
ion. parade •>! the tire department, a row inn
-•itto dit.m r. l.onlin
and illumination-.
ol

on-

It

lias gone

oll'n ial report published by Congress:
]-.
Total expenditures, exclusive of tlie principal
1 .sti,"
ntiiai -a ;■ ration of tin >eti !• nunt of ol ‘die piililt debt, sClTT.kI0.-S
•e.-nr- >e)*i. do. w le n the programme
Here is a mm less than four hundred mil-
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■

-w.

lui-rspivsentatioa

V> cwould not. recommend the frequent or nmin* of an\ medi«*ine.
I! is important to lake
e\ en a good article
judiciously. ■•Parson-'’ Purgative Pills," are sate, prompt, and reiiahh as a laxati\e or cathartic.
sant

How many despairing invalids have received light and
enough.
hope trom the perusal ot Dr. A. II. Hayes’ medical
The rrjii.rt ol the Seereiarv of the Trea- works il would be impossible to estimate. While engaged
in an extensive and most lucrative practice lie has yet
sury for I lie tiseal year eliding dune ill), 1X09, found t nn to write a series of treatises that will confer
him imperishable renown. All should read them.
states the facts with regard to the expendi- upon
s<
advertisement of Peabody Medical Institute.)
am lo
lie says, page TO of his
ture- of that year,

Wi-■am-in. ha- iiI.'!-, era-- widtiiau an\ plaee in tin Slate.
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rriiie naie
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Exploded by the Official
Figures.

•■The. Week in'horrors ends with the brightest announcement we have been able to make thi- many
a day.
hur despatches from Washington a-siire us
that the forthcoming n port of the Treasurer of the
I'nited Stale- will show that the irjuuilitur'.< >,/
iIn: ir'
for tin1 last tiseal year (ending
lime do. I SI III i were s I s', .000,000 less tiiall the year
hefore. Wi
mak' no eoinmcnts whatever: we
lnorrh ask
u reader- to rcmeinlier that in the
a.-!
fa.I (hi
'■•ninmi/ in the national expenditures » lir-i h m steadily reducing tile prinour
deM.
Tic
skies are liriglitciiing, and
of
cipal
tin firm hand i- in-iglit. The day when repudiation of national bankruptcy was possible is wll

interrupted l»y
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Humbug

The X. V. Tribune of last

of the state ValnaMon t ommi-Prescott of lianj'o:.
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liberality
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make the
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w a>

tE 1IRAIBH
sii ilianv lUstross
Uiitrhi cl ,,
(lie cum-. -»of
tif aii,iM#i'Vfr Unfair yv hare by
<it' wiii ii-oiit
cu emaciated, and forlorn dy.-pi L
•...
lease
now
1
the Gukat St-UIITUAI, iIeHeiIv, MRS. SPESfCE’S To
and prostrated females, who have taw
lift Honorable Judge ol Probate for the County oi
K*ron.rtt],
ssumvii
pow.
Waldo.
of life, and gradually received vigor,
'«n\h»' i*rts»T*v k Axn
TiriLMAM W. MrLK.I.LAN, of Belfast, adminishealth, and the power of social pleasure In..
hasn't
the
send
a
Powders,
trator of the estate ol Susan Johnson, late of
DKRS. If four druggist
m
effects of Plantation'Brrmss. that we are not ml
disease to Pcok. Payton Libert y, in said County, deceased, respectfully represents
~f description tf year
prised at the T stimonials daily received. ]f it is a
that
the
goods, chattel.* and credits of said deceased are
plea-lire to do good in the world, how full mind he *,r**
not sufficient to answer her just debts and
*. |y,, Ho s &S17, Nr:W YonK Cl ry, and those
charges ol
the measure of the Proprietors of these celebrated
by the sum ol two hundred dollars, that
Spence,-u.
va]l|ar-workl ns Panileri wi : Administration,
Bitters.
the estate is possess! d of two parcels of land situated in
mysterious.
I hoy *»
| said Liberty and being (lie same act off on execution to
M ignt>1.1 a W\ ri;i!. Superior to tin* I»*■ -t import(TV. H. McLellau, Administrator of said estate, that hr
be mailed to you, post p
IH-lsp
ed (ierinan Cologne, and -old at half the price.
| a partial sale of any entire portion the residue would
,,
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mi n made the yrn ate-! eilml
Hi,
: v*« i tlie worst defeat.
[Portland Adwr-
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Sept. 1,

Farm for Sale.
SitunKd on the count v road in
Morrill.
The said farm contains li.
Pland, 10 a.-res int< rvaie, cut to
nay, can uc nearty an mowe.i won a machine.
a good young orchard that bore h»o bushels oi ap|
I
acr»
year. There is a good wood lot, ol about
farm is under a good cultivation, and i- well tene. o
buildings are good, and convenient lor the pi.m.
Within 10 miles oi llelAsl, J miles trom Centra 'l
vllle, will he sold at a bargain il applied lor !>onn
JOHN COI.mi.N
•v',‘
Morrill, Sept. 1st, 1S00.

!»
■

Farm for Sale.
The

subscriber oilers tor sale at

bargaUi,

a

good

his farm situated iu tin* towns

• The farm is an excellent one for
hav—as eood
the town
Uneoluvllle; is in a healthy ami
ami
well
watered.
Ill
health
is the
pleasant situation,
reason lor wishing to sell.
call
on
the
r
subscribe on the premise's,
For
111'./. I.FYF.NSAI.FK.
near luninas’ Fond.
^ 11*
l.incolnville, Sept, is,

as

any

in

PHILO CHASE,

ot

I.incoliiville ami Soarsmont, consisting o!
one hundred and twenty-live acres ol good
land, about two-thirds of it being wooded.

Counsellor and

Attorney at

14 WALL

particulars

stt

taw,
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Now

Vorlt.

WHAT BtfedWtS Of fMltfdS.
The bereaved and
I
None
tell.
to
becomes OF the otiorfilious buanlity
WhiU
easy
r.v .1. c. itaiioby.
of that wild, demonstrative grief that many of objects, itatitfdl and artificial, which arc
{ Mu springtime evening, ns the flaming west
(
of
the reports speak of could be seen on any daily, Weekly; monthly, annually, strid per\\n- -lowly smouldering down to ashes gray,
^
since the catastrophe happened. There ennially jirOduced and sent forth ihto the
day
Am.I all the air was tremulous and shrill
no loud, long wail, and all the sorrow world**
was
With tin- sad turtle's joyous monotone,
was confined
What becomes—to plunge m medias rt&—
t
that
A Dvp-ey girl, with eyes of blackest tire,
gave itself vocal utterance
1
t up her dulcimer athwart my gate,
Wet eyes and looks ol intense des- of all the books ? These come out in legions
to
a lew.
stiain.
And thrummed and sung a weird tantastie
olation too deep for expression might be seen season after season, representing, in addition
Thai -reined t<» come from far oft Eastern climes,
There was one beautiful to an enormous amount of labor of different
on
Muezzin
the
every side.
of
chant
Miiediii"’ the rude
excited a ^rreat tleal kinds, a considerable accumulation of actual
\\ m!i tomitaiu falls and tinkling camel hells,
voting Welsh girl who
She had only been in tliis^ material of mill board, of cloth, ok leather.
ot sympathy.
i h opp' d a scrip into her open palm.
not a woid ot What becomes of all this matter ?
What sort
Mid -aid. right w illingly I'd give ten fold
country three weeks: knew
t o know Uio.'history oftliy wandering race.
Kindi el i, and knew no one but the line young of proportion do the number of books that are
Thru aiisWfWd she. give me a hit and sup.
that are
bear to those
brought
fellow to whom she was married in Wales, sold
And while I'm breaking bread I'll tell it thee.
and who went down in the vigor of life out ? And again, of those that are sold—
.lu-1 as my -ire. the High priest of our tribe
see on
we
Those
that
on
of
them?
shaft
bank-.
becomes
the
Danube's
fold it one day upon
Monday morning what
through the fatal
last to he brought out to-day at noon the shelves of libraries, or even lying about
fw a- eighteen hundred years and more agotie,
lie had evi- upon tables and ehiffonniers, are but a small
a black and swollen corpse,
■4 mu .-tarless night, in Palestine,
and surrender- percentage of the number continually issufor
life
hard
\ man named .Joseph, with his wife and child,
struggled
dently
<
rept out the Southern gate of Bethlehem'- town. ed with a look of defiance on his face. Two ing from the press. What becomes of the
And down by Judah's olive mantled hills.
kindly women bore away tin' poor young thousand-page 'novels which appear, in great
>ilent and sad, sped on his dreary w ay.
the course of every season?
man. widow, who through the flooding tears cried numbers, in
They say the child was something more than
aloud in her native Welsh in a tone of voice How does it happen that our rooms are not
Who afterwards wrought marvels in the land,
This entirely surrounded with full book-shelves,
\nd sought to make himself a mighty king,
so touching as to melt a heart of stone.
i11>w tin- max be I know not. but ! know
was the saddest sorrow in the wln.de scene. or that there exists in any apartment, hall or
i be rightful king, in jealousy and wrath.
The widowed women sit on their thresh- passage, any vacant portion of that space uns lue.
iit out bis -pies to take the young child
in silence, and occupied by books on which to put things
Ml nil-lit. and mam many another weary night— liolds, or just within them,
look straight before them with a stolid, spiny down? Hundreds of thousands of volumes
11 idiue bv dav—the’fugitives spyd oil
walls.
\e:ith II. broil's royal towers and guarded
stare, as if all things in heaven and earth, are oast upon the world every year, and have
<
Xl tim ■- plain- where lonely shepherds dwelt.
were dead; that is infinitely more mournful been since one is afraid to say when, where
Mid through the gloomy wilderness of Zin.
than the wildest bursts of wailing could be. are they all at this present writing? The
t hreading Mount llor'- dark devious defile-.
Their neighbors glide in, and sit in silence, booksellers’ shops furnish an account of some,
And Paran's sands, bleak hare and dc-olate.
and
glide out again, but these heed not their the librarians of others, and some the trunkt iito the routines of old Egypt's land.
The -mi was ri-ing from the Red sea's wave.
going nor their coming. Always the same makers and the butter-men know about; but
Hi- ray* just glancing from the Pyramids.
straight and umvgardiiig stare,, as jf behind it the rest—where are they ?
W hen travel worn hungry and athirst.
there were a kind of wonder (lie sun should
In tfreso days, as in all the days that have
street.
The wanderer- passed adown a village
and the river flow, and men and wo- preceded these days, all amts of articles of
shine,
at
each
door.
and
for
bread
rrnve.!
Mid
lodging
men go and come, now when all that made wearing apparel become the mode, are worn
P.nt t liev w
.-trangers of an alien race,
1 have for a short time by every body, and are then
\ nd unite w ould wa-’li their feet or give them bread ;1 life worth living for was blotted out.
to this sepulchral!
\ml so tin '■ pas.-ed out, and went on their way—
two
seen
exceptions
by everybody east off and rejected. What ionly
i know not whither—only this 1 know.
sadness. One was an old Irish woman, who the destiny of these rejected articles? When
! n it .ill the populace came ollt to mock.
sat upon tile steps of her cabin this morning, steel petticoats disappear, what becomes of
\nd followed them with.jeers beyond the town.
rocking herself to and fro, and crooning (liont? When the ordinary hat worn by J'.ngThen tin voting child, w ho never spake before,
Mr. t. h. d out liis little hand towards the west.
lishnyen is reduced yq a flight qt trill u -i\ iq
just articulately in time to her sw aying.
\ud in a \ "ice that chilled their very souls.
Turn!" Oh. Join: (I wish it were six and a half inches, what becomes qf the
“Oh,
II. -enleii' ed them to wander forth forever.
within the resources of print to convey some hats seven and eight inches high, of which
Without a eoiintrx and w ithout a home.
far-off shadow of the intonation she gave to the hatters* shops were full a few months ago ?
A -pell wa- on them that the} could not break.
those two mono-syllables.) “Oh, Tom ! Oh, Where are the Wellington boots, of which die
\ ud lhex olteved what seemed the voice of fate.
And look their little ones and household gods.
Tom! Why did you die? Why did you leave shoemakers' shop-, used to display long rows?
:.nd
the
Mid bade adieu to Egypt
graves
me? Oh, Tom,Tom Oh, Ton)! Oh. Tom!”
Whans are the steel chatelains which ladies
< *f their bei.-ved.
And when the .-nil went down.
What a contrast was this io linU Welsh used to carry at (heir girdles ? \yi)ore aye tip*
Hi- rax- in-t glancing from the Pyramids.
widow who sat in her door, still as a statue, Malacca oarios of our youth? Jiveii the loot1 !n v followed him aero-- the desert sand,—
and looked out upon, but not at. the careless men have discarded their use, we know: but
Ami we. their children, -till are wandering on.
crowd, with an expression of sucli utter woe what has become of them? They must lie
face that many could not somewhere, in some form. Where? And in
OH, CALL IT BY SOME BETTER NAME.
| uopn her handsome
» mi.
help turning from the path to ot|er her a kind what form ?
ill it 1*> some hotter name.
word or two. She made no answei to them,
I or Frit nd-hip sounds too eold.
Numbers of people have entirely bcwililor\\ itili* I.oVi i- now a worldly lhame.
hut looked at them as if they were giving her <‘(1 and stupehed tbcmstdvpa ip pudopvoys to
\\ hose shrine mu<t he of gold:
her due, for which she owed them neither arrive at some rational conclusion on the subAnd Fa-ion. like the sun at noon,
thanks nor notice.
ject of pins, The statistical accounts of the
I'lial hums </el* all lie sees,
number of pins turned out annually at BirmAwhile a* warm, will set as soon—
ci.osim; woniis.
Then, rail it none of these.
ingham and Sheffield alone would lead one
“The last man is out," cried the Coroner at to expect that the earth itself would present
Imagine something purer far,
half-past one this afternoon. Theta' was an the appearance of one vast pincushion.
M uv free from stain «»! * lay
absolute hush at lirst among the spectators, Where are those pins of which the yearly
Than Friendship, I.ove. or Passion are.
Yet human -till as they :
but soon tho murmur of dissatisfied voices fabrication is on so vast a scale? Pins are
\ nd if thy lip, for love like thi-.
showed that the people were not content to not consumed as an article of diet. Pins do
No mortal word can frame.
One hundred and eight bleeding, not evaporate,
believe it.
Pins musf tip somewhere.
i
«... ask of angels what it is,
bla< kened bodies had been brought up, and All the pins which have been made, since
A nd •■all ii h\ that nam**'
the stencil of the dead mules was too great tox civilization set m must be in existence in some
II
be borne, so the work of rescuing was stop- shape or other; wo ought to see nothing else,
THE AVONDALE HORROR.
ped. Several persons said that friends of look in what direction wo might, but pins,
theirs had not yet been rescued, and so the This island, not to meddle with other conn
mi: I lllllINKlf'S IN'Ql'EST.
had a consultation, at which the Su- tries, ought to be knee-deep with pins.
When the platform came up, early this coroner
had conducted Header, how many pins are imported intoymtr
was perintendent of the mine, who
it
here
had
of
first
the
sign
morning,
they
testified that tvyenty- own house within the year? Do you know
die rushing out to a tree of pale and gasping tlie work of exploring,
had been sent down and had search- what becomes of those pins? There are a few
miners, whose inured lungs had given in to four men
of the mine, and no more could in your wife;s pinuushiqnj and one may occaed
part
every
laid
who
were
and
die earburcttcd air below,
lint no lie found. Considerable doubt exists in re- sionally tie seen gleaming til the housemaid's
under this tree for resuscitation,
of this, as it is known that waistband; but where are the rest? ft is
other restoratives than fresh air have been gard to the truth
the remote chambers perfectly astounding how seldom one encounused or needed all day, and now that the fan one cannot remain in
than live minutes. The ters a pin “on the loose.’- Now and then,
i working so well the new arrivals are itidis- and gangway more
friends of the dead, therefore, believe a by rare chance, as when a carpet, is taken up.
inguishalde fr< nil their e<mir.ldcs tif the upper
search could not have been made. you may catch a
r. except liv an additional smear or two of thorough
glimpse of a pin lying in a
have been scat- crevice ; but even this is an uncommon occurrime.
After tin' wreckers have emerged, Lime, and other disinfectants
mine, and very soon anoth- rence, and not to Do counted, You often
the groups before the tunnel part, and a tered through the
take, place. To-dav want a pin, and take trouble to get a pin.
ireteher appears covered with a sheet, ox- er reeonnoisanee will
burials have occurred. Along all the Where are all the pins that ought to lie alapt at the foot, where two ponderous hob- ninety
black
ways in attendance everywhere ?
nailed bools are thrust out. The stretcher is winding roads, for miles about, long
threads of mourners have moved slowly by.
What can possibly become of all the steel
the
foreand
the
is
mustered,
deposited,
jury
There was a solemn stillness in the air, ex- pens, of which myriads are continually turnman iniptires:
cept when the church bells of 1 he adjoining ed loose upon the world? Each individual
•\\ ho brought it)) 11li- man?"
knell. The ruins
A miner steps forward with “I for one, villages tolled a melancholy
pen*does not last for a very long time. Left
at the mine were deserted, and the homes of
ir."
unwiped, a* they generally are. steel pens
lVivale houses soon corrode and so got unfit for i|sc
miners were left uninhabited.
What
Hid \ on bring him out of the shaft ?”
were dressed in mourning, do we do with them? We take them out of
Ves, sir.'1' or sometimes pettishly. •'Why of in the township
i lie mourners are so their holders,
and tlie stores closed,
replace them with others, and
nurse 1 did."
cannot give proper leave the old
pens lying about In the pentrays
•Was be dead when you brought him stricken with grief they
attention to tlie dead. The miners have act- of our desks, or where not. They are awk■ utt ?"
ed as undertakers, washing and coffining the ward things to get rid of, and mostly He
sir."
—‘-Ves,
(Kevercntlv)
of the corpses were put on about uncared for. Still the pens, like tieThen the man at the head draws down the deceased, Some
ol the wagons, and the pins, do at least disappear. Whither? The
cloth from the dead face, and any miner who straw in tlie bottom
were to lie their eoliins earth is not
boxes
which
prickly with steel pens. It ought
pine
so.
folcan identify it is invited to do
What
served as seats for the wife and children of to be; why isn’t it.
[All the Year Hound.
lows is something like this:
The graves were dug by tlie
the dead.
I>id volt know the man?"
miners who work near here, and in tlie soli"I did"
TRAINING a horse to be safe.
tude of the wilderness the victims of the dis“What is his name?"
It is easy to teach a horse not to be dangercold
and
alone.
left
were
tressing casualty
“(hven Jones."
ous.
It is easy, but it requires patience and
“Where did he live?"
good sense in the trainer, and good sense in
“Over the river, .somewhere."
the colt too. Some colts are natural fools and
THE WIFE MARKET IN RUSSIA.
“Over the river turns out to mean Hanover,
It
can never have sense trained into them.
has
oid when the identity is assertained to the
A French writer, whose name I lorgct.
is not at all difficult to train a young horse to
itisfaetion of the jury tin* big miner with the truly said that “the Russians are a nation of he
quiet and gentle under almost any cirmat'd goes to the wall's edge and repeats his polite savages,'- a remark that is not very
cumstances; and if something unusual should
i rnnila nl supra.
The sheet is drawn over apt, but it helps towards a proper understandterrify him, he would run to his master soonthe lace again, the bearers carry the stretcher
ing of the social condition of the people. The er than run away from him. A horse propThe
the
and
their
burden
to
deliver
the
rich
arc
lines,
I,rough
poor very poor.
very rich,
trained will always look to the rider or
In-friends to be taken to his own house. This nobles are courtly, polite and as refined in erly
driver, in time of fright, for protection ; and
the scene that has been enacted to-day in manners as those of the same class in Gerinstead of kicking and tearing everything to
11 most every one of these houses in sight, and many : but the serfs, or those who belonged to
when scared, ho will, when he sees
pieces,
> ill have been enacted before the week is out
the nobles with the soil, before emancipation,
near him, and feels your hand
you
standing
in
(pule every one. Sometimes there is a dis- are rude and not half civilized.
on his head or on the rein, put his trust in you,
pute about the identity. Probably it is a mere
Almost as soon as a girl is born, in the bet- and regard you as his only hope in time of
mistake of names, for I have seen no dead
ter ranks of society, her parents begin to pre- danger.
fe e to-day that had been so tar disfigured as
llns was often lllustrared uunng the war.
pare the dowry she must have when she goes
" lie
irreeognizable.
For this is indispensable, in All who served in the cavalry or artillery
to her husband.
nn. auckakaxce of tiie head.
the eyes of any Russian young gentleman force have seen how terribly frightened a
riie Appearance of the dead men is awful, who proposes to be married. She must fur- horse appeared the moment the rider tumbled
how could it fail In he. Hut it is merely nish everything for an outfit in life, even to a from the saddle, It mattered not how loud
the thunder of the guns roared in battle, nor
that. It is not in the least nauseating. These dozen new shirts for her coming husband.
1 have heard of a lady of rank and wealth how great the confusion in the hour of deadly
enlliers bodies, now to decent liurittl slowly
Horne, are unbounded, in by the most eases. who had prepared a costly dowry of silks, strife—the. horse seemed unconscious of danSometimes clots of blood, exuded from the linen, jewels, plate, &e., for her beloved ger until left alone, without a rider or attennostrils, are stiffened on the lips. One or daughter, who died as she came to be twenty dant. The moment the rider’s hold was reThe mother resolved to endow leased and the steed found himself separated
two only have frothed at the mouth in the years old.
i--tony of death, and the bubbles of spume six girls with these riches, and actually ad- from the one he was trained to regard as his
pull over their mouths when the cloth isdrawn. vertised for them. A host, of applicants came, protector, that moment he became furiously
None of them had lov- wild, and would begin to neigh and run in
One man was badly wounded in the cheek, and she selected six.
mil this was the only real disfigurement I saw. ers. But now they had a respectable dowry every direction, oftentimes pressing into the
flic expression is, for the most part, peace- secured, each girl was speedily engaged, and group in the front rank, seemingto find com11, atnl denotes that the eorsummation of the with the husband took the dowry, and paid fort by rubbing his sides against the legs of
asphyxia had been almost perfectly painless. the rich lady by promising to pray for the re- the riders of other horses.
Ii is not likely that it is agonizing, for this is pose of her daughter’s soul.
Every farmer who raises colts could, wtth
In no country is this arrangement of terms a little care, make them familiar with the sadi iie smile form of death which Paris,
tuonop"'ist of luxuries, for so long enjoined, in the carried on with more caution and complete- dle and harness on their back or under their
The young man goes belly, and also teach them to hold back a carform of the charcoal-brazier, upon such of ness than in Russia.
In r children as wished to leave life.
There to the house of his proposed bride, and counts riage on a down hill grade, by bracing their
is a wonderful ruddiness about the faces over the dresses and examines the furniture, hips against it.
A horse taught in that way.
md bodies of all these men.
It pleases and sees to the whole with his own eyes, be- would not be seared if the rotten breast-st rap
nne of the
bystanders to call it “bloat,” but fore he commits himself to the irrevocable should give way or the pole break, and let
In high life such things are con- the carriage against him.
ii is not attended by any puffy look of the bargain.
Educated horses will always be salable
llesh, and 1. at least, cannot distinguish it ducted with more apparent delicacy, the busibom the glow of health.
It seems as if their ness being in the hands of a broker or a no- and bring a paying price, A really servicedestroyer mid the grace to perserve them tary. The trousseau is exposed in public be- able and valuable horse is seldom seen on the
irom corruption.
market, in any of the large cities, Those
Killing, he died upon a fore the wedding day,
At Whitsunday, there is a curious custom, that are free from blemish arc generally unKiss.
| have seen only one man whose face
was ghastly, and it was also the
only face I which is gradually giving way with the ad- educated, and as dangerous at times as if
11 id seen contorted.
But he was spare and vance of civilization. The young people of a they had never been hitched to a errriage.
onsumptive looking, and it may very well neighborhood come together, and the girls Fanners eatwaise colts that will pay well, by
lie that what seemed to me a deathly pallor all stand in a row, like so many statues, giving some attention to educating them for
by contrast was his normal hue in life. But draped indeed, and not only draped, but the various purposes horses arc used for.
nearly ail were forLia mrpont virum—fit to dressed in their best, and painted too; for the [Rural World.
be the mighty bodies of heroes.
I have cer- young ladies, and the older ones also, in this
Tiie Mackerel Fishery. The Bay Fleet
tainly never seen in any like number of men country use cosmetics freely, and a box of have not come
along very freely the present
In the same rank ol life so many' noble heads lady’s paint is a very common present for a
ind frank faces as those which this mortclotlii young man to make to the girl he likes, lie week, but nine vessels having arrived last,
in all that have arrived
lias uncovered here to-day.
They were al- hind the row of girls are their mothers; the making twenty-two
The fares average
most till Welshmen, for few Irish names ap- young men having made known their choice, thus far this season.
are settled between the parents of about 2b0 barrels, and the mackerel are of
pear upon the list of them, and only one the terms
fair quality, but not so fat as those caught on
American, Peter Johnson, is known to have rthe parties,
The ladies of Russia are very anxious to this shore, and do not bring such good prices.
been in the mine, and certainly this dead arones have been sold the present week
ray speaks well for sons of Cymri. When marry, because they have no liberty before Bay
are kept constantly under for eighteen dollars per. barrel, four dollars
the smears of the mine are washed
away, marriage. They
less than the first trips that were brought in.
1 here
appear ( lose curling locks, line elean- the maternal eye until they are given up to
Some of the fleet have shipped the mackerel
•ut lealitres, and columnar necks and
busts. the husband, and then they take their own
Heaving out the transfiguring effect that death course, which is a round of gayety and dissi- home by steamer and refitted in the bay for
lias, when death comes thus suddenly, with- pation, only regulated by their means of in- another trip, in order to save time, and the
The Greek Church, like the Ro- prospect for the fall catch is considered very
out emaciation or disease, these bodies show dulgence.
A large portion of the licet went into
their owners to have been noble
man, permits of no divorce, but the Emperor, good.
physical like the
can grant special dispensa- the Bav late in duly and will make but one
One man I remember
men.
Pope,
whose
especially,
trip. ffhe shore fleet arc doing fairly ol'late,
grand torso, as it By bare upon the stretcher, tions. The Greek priest must marry once, and
the mackereling season bids fair to be a
cannot
wife
dies
he
if
his
model
and
outvie
marry
again.
moulds
many
of marble.
might
He was one of the sixty-three, and his clench- No one in Russia can marry more than three successful one. [Gloucester Advertiser.
ed hands were poised over his placid face, as times.
Fifty seven years a<;<>, when Thurlow
if his last gesture might have been a defiance
Weed was a printer in the office of the Herkof the dark power that had borne him down,
(he
or
census
for
tell
“I’ll neither
imer American, a little German boy used to
my* age
or an appeal to a power higher still.
said the cook to her master, who come every day to the offiee to borrow paper
Soverign,”
THE CHIEF OF THE WOMEN.
was preparing for the enupierator.
“Very for his eyening reading. The boy carried
Not all the women who came to see the
notes from and to a young lady who soon afI’ll
the
cool
down
was
put
sixty-five,”
dead bodies taken out had relatives in the pit. well,
ter became Weed’s wife.
The little boy’s
Many were moved to travel long distances to reply. “Upon my honor, sir, 1 was only (ifly- name was Francis Spinner, and he is now
see this sickening spectacle from motives of
Treasurer of the United Strtes.
eight last birthday,” screamed the cook.
THE GYPSEY STORY.

morbid curiosity.
]*sorrowing
widows
mere
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WATER WIIEEU. Over 3,000 in
JL operation. Address tile m'i’rs, Sullivan Machine \
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heating surface than any furnace of the saute si./,,
can give without them.
by placing the vapor pnn uline it *lt«»ul«l l»«*.
m.m

of Hit: Nation.”
National Work -one of the very best ever written
ami destined to have an imuemse sale.
It is a fresh,
lively, sparkling book,
ilh.MraLd wjlit hi eh
d
beautiful and distinguished
gap, Sj»d pofiiaih
\ydmen o( Our Country. A complete inside view ol
‘Life and Society under eighteen IT. sidents, describing
{he most eminent statesmen and prominent belles a
in the siicces.-;ye :u{ministra'iops fiom
they
new

—
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splendidly

1
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;n 1stul of water
are now.
is a law of nature
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If Furnaoe
apparatus,
supply will be
all sources. Fun iron the lungs of
If they happen to be weak so much

Work. Send lor our Circular with'coin
and terms.
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FURNITURE!
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FIELD & MATHEWS
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BELFAST,
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BEBEAST

DR. DIX
proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians—
many ot whom consult him iu critical cases, because ot
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through
so lung experience, practice, and observation.
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings iu being deceived
by the lyiii^ boasts, misrepresentations, talse promise-,
and pretentions of
FOUKICJN AM) NATIVK QUACKS,

CITY

BONDS

"i A iMUTMO.N ot the ('ulin.il
who kuow little ol the nature and character ot Special
>
Uevenue, just ri cvi «■•!. ibondt
Diseases, and less to '.heir cure. Some exhibit lurged i to till iitet U-d leviiiui' tux ut 1 1 V h 1‘i.b
tiireeii'n Laiidiii" tlv.
Diplomas ot institutions or Colleges, which never existed I railroad bund-. or bond- gi. en by town-4 ur
in
ot
the
a
others
exhibit
world;
or
ol
the
ot
a
loan
ut
credit
any
part
l or Sale, Wholesale and Retail, by
Diplomas
railroad,
by way
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not
assuming and I company.
*. A. IIOtlENiUO,
Tliis consideration gives Itelfast ( ity llond- A
advertising in names of those inserted in the diplomas,
but to
their imposition assume nanu s ot other cel- A I)VAN 1 A(* K over the bonds ut town- md e-;
Belfast, Maine.
ebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived are subject to this tax, and mak« s them by to
; desirable investment in the mark. t.
The celebrated DR. K, Dl.\ bv
rIM) Till: I,AD’I-S.
Nearly lift) thou.-uml dollars ut these bond- u
!
QUACK NOSTUUM MAKKUS,
X particularly iu.ites all I.adies who need a MvtU^ilor
false
certificates and references, and reeomnieud | bclore the decision ot the < 'ommi-*-i -n.
was
through
to
call
at
his
Suruicul adviser,
Rooms, }t Kndicott St.. ations ol their medicines
ami
(he
investi is will limi it lor their advantage t
who
cannot
by
dead,
expose
Boston, Mass., which they will find arranged lor their or contradict
or who. besides, to further their im- : i mined iutc/i/, as no u surance can »..• eivenjtliat a-i
them;
arcom
modal iojj,
j
special
DR. 1 >1 \ having ilevuted over twenty years to this I positions, copy from medical books, much that is written more than « timifid amount will b. di.-pnsedul
utes.
ofthe qualities and elficts ol dilfcivnt herbs and plants
I I MO. IHOUNl'IM
particular branch « 1 the treatment of all diseases peculiar and ascribe
tt t"
all the same to their Dills, Kxtracts. Specifics
( it y In
to females, it is now conceded by all, (both in this coun- |
most
of
it
not
contain
because
&c.,
which,
all,
Mercury,
try and Kurope,) that he excels all other known praeticcuriug everything," but now
ioners in the sate, speedy and effectual treatment of all I ot the undent belief of its
kill more than is cured," and those not
, known to
female complaints
llis medicines are prepared with the express purpose killed, constitutionally injured lor life.
KiNOUANCK OF QUACK DOCToKS AND
of removing ail diseases, such a «l< bility, weakness, unNOS I KIM-MAK F.KS,
natural suppressions, enlargements ot the womb, also all
discnaij.es which How from a morbid state of tin blood.
the ignorance ol the Quack Doctor, knowing
Through
The Doctor is now tally prepared to treat in his peculiar ! no other
remedy, he relies upon MKimi nv and gives ii
style, both medically and surgically, all diseases ot the to all his patienis, in Dills, Drops. Ac,, so the Nostrum
female
x, and they are respectfully invited to call at
maker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called K.\tracts,
Specitic, Antidote, ike., both relying upon its etleets in Host Gorman
IVo. i 1 iindieoit Nlreel. lloMtiii
75 cts.
curing a few in a hundred, it is trumpeted in vaiious
All letters requiring advice must contain one dolhr to ways throughout the land; but, alas 1 nothing Is said ol
200
tor 2 cts
the balance, some of whom die, others grow worse and
insure an answer,
are leit to linger and sutler for months or years, until re
Boston .Jan, 1, lSdD—lyr
12
11
and
cts per }
it, to,
lieved or cured, it posssible, by competent physicians.
on
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The Steamship %» H. TIUIIl r h
will leave Howe's Wharf, Huston.
tuui-i
g<*r every Thursday at 1J M
(tenant, bautly 1’oitit, Ifucksport and W
tin ning will leave W interport ever) Monday, ai
M., touching at the above ports. Freight taken
soimbb rates.
*. fa. LKW IM .V < o
%g«-n(i
!%«»■
VI.«>m *<re«
Belfast,.Oct. 26.
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ll;i\e a splendid A«-ortmeid ot Superior U Ai
l'AUl.UK KLK.NI'll UK. covered with 11;.u
I:
Bepps, .Sec., l>m ng lloom Furniture. ♦ ottnye
furniture, i.' t ra Hair Mattress.
Spring lied'
| Bedsteads, < hairs ot all varieties, in laei ,t!
the way ot Furniture.
is TIIK ONLY It Kill'LA It Cl It A Id ATK »*ll YSU IAN
We manufacture no- t of our goods, amt
A I)V'KltTISlNCi IN UOS'l’ON.
.mj !
•best ot workmen, which enubles u t-» otf.i great
SIXTEEN YEARS
ments to all who want
1
good umiture at low
engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a tact so well 1 All goods ot our ownreally
manutactuie are warrantknown to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchant?, Hotel
sold to go into Hi country will be packed w ith
is
that
lie
much
and
&c.,
Proprietors,
recommended,
par- dispatch. Cal! and sec.
l ahimt Work and
j of all
ticularly to
descriptions done to old. i. Work .-diop o
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
Foundry.
H EH LD.
tl.i:
A It MA 1
To avoid and escape imposition ol foreign and native
quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other large

Hume.

a

WE

and

*■

1)R. DIX
boldly assorts, (and it cannot be contradicted, except bv
quacks, who will say or do anything, even perjure themselves, to impose upon patients,) that In-

>

W IM P.1V
a nA LA 11V
<»f
p< r week and expenses, or allow a largi
to >a’d oer now &, wonderful inventions.
Audresj M. \\ ac.vku \ (•<>., Mtirtfaill, Mich.

I *E

MEU( ’HANTS'

ing no connection with Ins residence, consequently no
family interruption, so that on no account can any per-ou
hesitate applying at his otllee.

May IS, ’Mill,
i't ice ?r» els. Hy Mail $1.00.
J. <
I.KlilM. M*ro|tri«*|«tr,

st

Boston and Penobscot Rive

IH\’M

never see or

of the strong*

one

\\

built, ot remarkable speed, dean and comb
Russengers are insured that every pains will hr :
ensure their eoml rt and
safety.
Belfast, April 7, lsi.y.
tl

MEDICAL OFFICE,

arranged that patients
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ever

Recollect, the only entrance to his ollioe i- fo. •*!. |,av

l’A

m;:::“:pnAMUSETTE

so

RICH M( »N I

..

21 Kiuliiott Htreet, ftowton, tlam.

most 1 dslressing eases >t 1‘lithisic in a lew minutes.
I 'dialed Willi tin
treatli, it goes directly to the Lungs
and air rells, and relief is immediate and certain.

eveiivwiieiu:.
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her

Returning will leave Rortland every Mondu>
•Ti\ and Friday evening, ut 10 o’clock.

High St

INIIAI.A.' r. lor Ho- lMitliislc,

K.

(TIT

complete order the past winiri
regular thrice weekly trips betw.-. u
lain! ami landings on the Renobscot River ,ti.
leaving f'ortlnnd nil Monday, April uth, .,t
R M., or on the arrival ot the
Kxpress Ira::.
Boston.
Leaving Belfast on Monday, Wedm-.:.
Friday mornings at o’clock.
Rassengers will be ticketed through to Boston
intermediate stations, arriviug the sunn evening
commence

Phthisic !
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tlic
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A. W. Faber’s Lead Pencils.
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HETI It\l\<.
l.eav. BOSTON tor BKLFAST,
.MONDAYS \\
NKSDAYS and FRIDAYS, at a o’clock I*. M.
Far«* to lioMon. *.1.50. To
fIoHell.i4 ,<»
4fci^ All freight inu.'t he accompanied by Steuuu
in
ceipts
duplicate. Freight bills mu>t b« r,,i.j
livery ot Good-.
Ordt r< received at No. la 1’henix Row
OFT ICK ON TIIK WIIARF.
\
GKO. G. WKLI
w
Leltast, June ., ltsiht.
tI4H

StiittK il.00.
etc, public.
t\* to durability, we will cor\o under bonds that they
For sale by all DruggUtsIn Bcllaat.
“Mon5 convenient than ink.” .1m, Ai/ricultnrist.
shall last as long as any reasonable man
expects aui
< od
“Invaluable to housekeepers.
La-,h/h; /look. 1'urnape to last.
L
“A very useful art id
M/,,, Institute Export, lsi.7.
WILL BE FORFEITED BY Du. L. IHX
And will warrant every one to give perfect satisfaction.
in
a
A
FT
Hllkllt
,6-j.
WiliiaiiHit. T.T
it lulling to oure in less time than
Sid-F
#4‘Stove and Furnaoe work of all kinds promptly and
any
Sold hy Stationery and Dealers c verruItere.
other
more effectually ami permanently, with
physician,
executed.
*.
N. II EHMEY A MOY.
faithfully
less restraint lrom occupation or less exposure t«> all
5moslS
\o. 1# Main Street.
weather, with sate and pleasant medicines.
SELF ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,
(.’rand Cold Medaland Cross of the. Ley ion of Honor
Their effects and consequences;
at the Exhibition in I’aris, 1nG7.
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
A. TV. raber’s lew Peneih of Miliorian
H'FFS AT
Incident to Married and Single Ladies
E«*u«l in 10 grades are superior to any Pencils ever
made. A. TV. FuIm*!-'.* Nf «‘iiog-rH|»iiic, being hard
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
and durable, writing smooth, Mack and clean, ;c the best
H. L. LORD’S.
! Mercurial Affections: Eruptions and all diseases ot the
Pencil for Architects, Etajine.. s amt A-'imn/ipits.
Skin; Ulcers ot the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on
V. BB ntll IT-1 ivm ^
V. T ..Soil-; A<. i-.n r
the Face; Swelling of the Joints Nervousness ; Constitu
at
r.
of all A. W. pApKii’s P i-: \ i' i!. s, (: i; \< >xs, Si.A
tional and other Weaknesses in youth and the more ad
Mold hy Stationers and Dealers «»> «*i y v» i»er*v
vanced, at all ages, ol
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OK MARRIED.
foie

DIN,

A 1‘ 1. 11 KN'il \ s.
will ru n a a follow
laaivo BKI.FAST t«r BOSTON. MONDAY.".
aiul
FRIDA
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NKSDAYS,
at'J o < ,\ k I*. M.
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else can be

Fluent: at.

I*J. 1*. JOHNSON, and the Favorite St-

thmk-

Containing neither oil nor live, it dor
not soil white
cambric, and yet lasts
long on the ham, giving it a rich glossy
lustre and a grateful
perfume.

temperature,

those respiring it.
the worse far th
lungs.
It is a well };n,,wii fact, that the Sirocco winds ol the
Sahara and Arabian deserts, become the balmy air of Ititly, by passing 3ver the Mediterranean sea, «ift«*r !»«•iug lieaitul, ami taking up a proper and healthful per
cent, of humidity.
Hence wc claim this Furnace to lx- the most
poweriul,
as well as tlie most economical
heater at present in existence, and will warrant our
seven to do the work ol
anv No. eight of
any upier pattern ever ottered to the

\<nTO* TO IJILm i
Full ol personal Anecdotes, Amu-dug and Illustrative
See.
The
Scenes,
very best inducements otiered Agents
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cheeked, ami baldoften. (hough not always, cured

nothing
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hair

ON and alter June
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HAIR

apparatus to restore humid
-diould b«- evaporated, where onlv

It
that the higher the
the more water air will and must contain.
air be not supplied
the
hy proper

appeared

KOliB^
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FIILIGU IS

its use.
Nothing can restore the
hair where the follicles are
destroyed,
or tin- glands
atrophied and decayed.
But swell as remain can he saved tor
usefulness by this application.
Instead
•d fouling the hair with a
pasty sediment. ti will keep it clean amt
vigorous.
Its occasional
use^will prevent the hair
fi'otn tattling gray or
falling otf, and
consequently prevent baldness. Free
from tl lose deleterious substances which
make some preparations dangerous and
injurious to the hair, the Vigor can
only benefit but not harm it. It' wanted
merely tor a

Rare Chance for Agents-

Trips Pei* Week

or

by
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on

Three
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soon

is
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FARM
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I'<(driI

fjin>f
restored
to ds
original color
with the
gloss amt

MAKE

and

agreeable,

once

hair.
lour

is the result of
how to double the value id ;
thirty years’ practical experience in
I.and; make three times as much out of I t he i- urnacc business, and not only combines in one FurStock : raise three times as much drain, nace all valuable and well tried principles, but
steps in
Hay, Hoots, and all larmcrops, and more ; advance with new plans,following strictly by natural
than double all the profits of the farm. laws, however simple they may be. Viz :
Hy exposing a very large surface directly to a small
I.very farmer, stock raiser, gardener and '•
fruit culturist wants it. One flandr,d .y \ amount of fuel.
Hy making a large amount of At mospheric air impinge
Sales immense. |
forty Illustrations.
Send for circular. Farmers, farmer’s sons directly upon this large surface, so as at once to take the
and enterprising men will learn the par- heat to the rooms to be warmed.
ticulars of a money-mukingbusim ss by
l»y taking dvantage ol comparative expansion and
addressing Zkii.i.kh, iMel'iaan .Sc Cm.’, construction of metals in the combination of its parts,
i Philadelphia, Fa., or Springfield. Mass. HO as to prevent the escape of gas.
Hy preserving lire day and night by the modern mode
of mounting doors and
regulators.
H\ rejecting all fire-brick, and
non-conductors, subst^
tutsnga very heavy lire pot, 2 1-*.; inches thick at the
Now is the time for HOOK ACiCNT* 1u make' points ol
combustion, thus saving the heat hithero absorbed by brick, ami as melted coal will not adhere to
money by taking an agency lor M s. L. F.
Ki.t et’s new book.
iron, it can never clinker nor requite new lining.
Hy easy manner and convenience in lending Furnace,
by additiod of eight radiators upright around the blaze,
giving
OR, TU i.
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turthej-
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Hair
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REED'S

SANFORI)’«

Ayer’s

For the Delicate Skin of Ladies and Children.
SOtn «V AI,L DBUGOBMTM.

Save Your

Money

‘1

I.oss

or

Damage by

FI ItF

or

LKillTMN’ti,

No. 5 PHENIX ROW

ef-

fected in reliable Companies at lair anil e-.iiituhlo

HATES of

I

|

QUACKS AUK NOT HiNoUANT.
Notwithstanding the loregoing facts are known

■

(TT AT

L.

Insuring Elsewhere.

before (letober,

IteBiil

N

o.

Maine.

AL III ST A niSPKXSAItV.

ami

AllllSTA, TlAlAi:,
aid

Operating Surgeon.

Trealiie

»n

L. A. SHATTUCK, M. D., Augusta, Maine. His treatment is the best and most scientific in the United States
never failing if adopted in time. We also highly endorse
his treatment of Consumption, and Chronic Diseases
generally. In these important specillilies Dr. Shattuck
has no superior -he has tl.e unanimous endorsement of
our Faculty.
Witness our hand apd seal this July Jolh,
JOHN III <11 A N AN, M. D„
lSti'l.
Clerk ot the Faculty.
tft»

THE GREAT CAUSE
OK

HUMAN

MISERY.

Pncclope. Price sic cents.
A liertiire on the !V si Cairo. 'i'lealiiieiiPiiiul
Uadical Cureot Seminal \V< aUn. ^s, or Spermatorrlueu,
induced by Sell-Abuse; Involuntary Emissions, Impotency, Nervous Debility, and Imp.'diluent^ to Marriage
generally; Consumption, Epilepsy, and Kits; Mental
and Physical Incapacity, &c. l»y IP>1’.. .1. Cl-KVLKVVEI.Ii, M. 1)., Autli< r ot the (Jreeti Hook,” &<*.
Published, in

a

tions, bougits, instruments, ings

or

cordials, pointing
out a mode ol cure at once certain and effectual, by which
every sufferer, no matter what his condition may ho,ma\
himself

sulting Physician.
N. It.—Dr 11. may be consulted in strictest confidence
on all diseases requiring skill, secresy and experience.
lNVIOI. V l: I.I. SlTKESY AND CEUTAIN REI.IEK. lyil

cheaply, privately,

and

radically.

II. SWAN & C<>., having purchased the
Stores, Storehouses'and Wharf of II..J. ANDEKSON, J it., arc now opening an entin new stock,
consisting in part ol the following articles.
COILN, GRANULATED SUGAR, JAVA COFFEE,
RIO
FLOUK, COFFEE
HAVANA
JAPAN TEA
PORK,
15 EE F,
ST..I AGO
UOl.ONli
MUSCOVADO
RAISINS
LARD,
TOBACCO, SPICES, SALT, OATS, FISH, &<_•.
A lull and complete assortment ol Groceries, which we
’•
ite purchasers to call and examine, and we will

WILLIAM

make

prices satisfactory.
WM, B. SWAN,

•■*5 cents.
Address the publishers,
(HIM J- <• It LIAR A CO.
1 oil.. Pol Office !5ox 4..VMI.
I’ll1 Bowery,

Iyr30

Kooni,

•

S. A

tl!3

VM IIKITI.% li.
Young men who have injurJ ed themselves by certain secret habits, which unfit
them lor business, pleasure, or the duties ot married litc;
also middle aged and old men, who, from the follies ol
youth, or other causes, feel a debility in advance ol their
years, before placing them-o-lves under the treatment ot
*‘
The Secret Friend.” Married
any one, should first read
ladies will learn something ol importance by perusing
The Secret Friend.” Seut to any address, in a scaled
envelope, on receipt of<?5 cents. Address DR.CHARLES
A. STUART & CO., Boston, Mass.
lyi-IJ

tlOX

Attorney

NICKERSON,

& Counsellor at

BELFAST,
(Office

in

..

lion

AM)

Somewhat

Uy the lot

BH.FANT, n A I \ I:

Law,

public generally.

orig-

;

LOOK!

LOOK!!

Musics

REFERENCES.

3mos51

SKNATOK,

H tons O. M.

Ruckspoit.

Wai*oih
I

My Portland Buggies
pattern, style and lini-h.

Business Wagons

Fishing Vessel for Salo.
good order And well found in sails,
lining, cable, &•:. Will be sold very low.
K. B. GARUN KR,

ami

LOOK1
til

Alter this date at reduced prict lor 10 t cash.
to the public that this is the best ltd ol «...t
that I have ever built in Ih-lfuM.

LINCOLN, M. l>.. Brunswick; J. II, LoM
HAItll, Hentist, Brunswick; A. V. MKTCALF, lln
A. tL TKNNF.Y, KJilor Brunswick
Brunswick;
chant,
Telegraph; |{. II. CUNN1N011 AM, M. I)., Wisoasset,
OWKN St. C. o’BKIKN. M. U.. Bristol.
usa

schooner

at

isiim!■. iiaoi..-

My entire stock

JOHN I).

I ll I
iu

LO W
single pair,

customers

inal shape. Teet h with exposed nerves treated and tilled.
Artificial teeth of the best quality inserted at reusonabh
rates. Gold and Silver IMate taken in exchange. All
work warranted. Teeth extracted without pain it desired.
G. 1*. LOMBARD.

Is

ol—1\|r. tor ml,

in>. »< ii,

tnr

iiki

i>k.

hukgkss,
bin old
will be happy to wait
ami the
Having
Teeth tilled and restored to their
out

or

SIMM'

W. T. COLBURN \S

-00-

bought

out

VERY

cannot be matched lor

Maine.

IIAYFOKD’S IlLOCK.)

BOOTS

bard,

OFFICK OVKK 11. H. JOHNSON’S SI’OI.'K,

on

F. S.

■

SURGEON DENTIST
P11WXIX

«.imerl>

Itn iKdlao m
tie tii-t d \Money
.1 uly, August, S.-ptemhei or 0< to tier, will b« pi
illleieAM Ut till rate «d *i\ per Cent., or Mil h .itli
tin* yto t* will allow, the inten-t pivahle
i.
Molld’AS Ol llecelllher, lor eaell lull niunth the in
bav remained on depo-dte at th
thin
ASA FAl \< I
»*rt
John 11. (Ji'imio Trea-.
Beltndt, May in is»iy.

HOWES & CO.

1\ LOiM

(.

Bank.

ou dcpn its <-1
deposited on <>r before

It!

A. CUT 1'ER SIBLEY.

Belfast, May 1,18(59.

Savings

Koom.'
Inter. I allowed

Nought amt sold and highest price paid hy

This lec-

will prove n boon to thousands ami thousands.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any addres-,
on receipt ol six cents, or two postage stamps, by addressing the publishers.
Also, DU. CULVEUW ELK’S Marriage Cuide,” price

H

mem*

GOLD, SILVER,
Coin, Drafts ami Domls,

NOTICE.

Sailed

The world renowned author, in this admirable Lecture,
clearly proves from Ids own experience that, the uv, ful
Couse<iueiiC's o{ Sell-Abuse may be effectually removed
without medicine, and w it limit dangerous surgical opera-

U< >\V.

Sudbury Street,

Belfast

1

Philadelphia, July .'to, lsiip.
We, the Faculty of the Fclectie Medical College ot Philin calling the attention ot
take
pleasure
adelphia,
groat
the community to the successful treatment of Cancers, bv

>

|

Cancer

Important Testimonial.

3. INTO. i

BOSTON,

I
j

Dr. Shattuck’s success in curing Cancer without the
knife, and the worst form of disease without minerals,
is too well known to need comment. All communications confidential. Charges moderate.
P. ft. Hr. ft hat Click’*
Ac." lent free,

106

|

L. A. SHATTUCK, M. D.,
Superintending Physician

At

Billiard Tables.

j
|

Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Uheuuiatism, Neuralgia
Female Complaints, Sell-Abuse, ami all dillicult diseases
Sl.itlit

l'lii-i'liasing Call

■

DM.

by the Electro dedicated
Vegetable lleiuediiM at the

at

W liolevjli*

or

Uoloro

m

CAUTION
To Females in Delicate Health.

BEALE, Agent.

cured

and well selected stod.

I '.N

CANCER, SCROFULA, CATARRH,

ture

largo

l)l!\ GOODS to be closed

}

3ni‘.>.

cure

ig h N(.

A

Medicines sent by Mail and express to all parts of the
eminent and well known l)u. A. II. H A V ES, late sur- I
S. Army, Vice President ol Columbia College United States,
geon l
All letters requiring advice niu-t contain oik dollar f*
of Physicians and Surgeons, &e.
This Institution now publishes the popular medical ! insure an answer.
Address Di;. !.. Dix, No. 21 Knd.eott St. Boston, Mas.-.
I * 1 I
book entitled* Tin: 8« ienokoi Lii i: ok Ski.v Pi:i -iia:- j
I \
nation," written by Dr. Naves. It treats upon the ! Boston dan. 1 1 Still—1 yr
AV/ ors of Youth, Prvtnatarc Decline, of Manhood, Sem
I ( iuimI'. scllintr ;ii sin ,11 l'lMiii-, ,'( ,,
nidi Weakness, and ail Diucuxes and .tbuses of the Denerative Oryuiiz, Thirty thousand copies sold the last
LI'SS |b:ui (
year. It is indeed a book lor every man young men in
particular. Price only £1.00.
This Institute has just published the most perfect trea- I
I'ovilOel.t I inle r»«»lal !»♦ N < n«tise of the kind ever offered to the public, entitled
MOW'. IMiysiciun ami Surgeon, .No. 7 I-mu
< el
“Skxi'.ni Pm vsioi.oo v or Woman and Hek DisSt.. Boston, is consulted daily lor all diseaseases," profusely illustrated with the very best engrav- es incident to the female system. I'rolapsus Uteri oi
ings. This bty>k is also from the pen of Dr. Hayes. ! Falling ol the W omb, Fluor Albus, Suppression. and
Among the various chapters may be mentioned, The j other menstrual derangements, art* all treated on new
Mystery of Lite,—Beautiful Offspring, Beauty, its value pathological principles, aud speedy relief guaranteed in a
II EJ3W RY
II i :l M
to Woman,—Marriage,— General Ilygeinc of Woman,
; very few days. So invariably certain is this new mode
of treatment, that«most obstinate complaints yield under
Puberty,—Change ot Life, -Excesses of the Married,
Prevention to Conception,&o. In beautiful Frenchdoth, it, and the atllicted person soon rejoices in perfect health.
AO. Either of these
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the j
£j.oo; Tin key Morocco, full gilt,
books are sent by mail, securely sealed, postage paid, on | cure of diseases of women than any other physician In
MASS
! Boston.
receipt ot price.
Thoughtful clergymen recommend these books for their j Boarding accommodations for patients who may wish i
high moral tone, ami all eminent and >k 11 fu 1 phvsicians to stay in Boston a few days under his treatment.
Manufacturer ol It 11.1.1A U1 > l A 111.IS, w ■ iIt i,
Dr. Dow, since 1845, having conliued his whole at ten
< 'un»lMii;«tiou «trl|>
earnestly recommend them to the public as the only
ikIiIimi
u|
scientific and reliable treatise of the kind published in tion to an office practice lor the cure ol Frivate Disease?
to any now In u-e, at reduced pi in
America.
ami Female Complaints, acknowledges no superior In the
All order- promptly attended t<>.
'‘Avoid ai
(vm a« k on Advektisinu Doctous and United States.
(Jet These Poitlai: Bo*)K.s.v—[.Imer. Journal of
N. B.—All letters must contain one dollar, or they will
Medical Science, j
not he answered.
The “Pkakodn .lot i:\ai. or Health,11 Dr. Hayes,
Office hours from 8 a. m. to 9 l*. m.
Editor. Terms, one dollar a year in advance. Address
1 y4
Boston, July 25,1869.
rnilis 1NSTI I T TION i* Haw prepar. d to r*,
as above.
1 posit* in sum* ol One Dollm and upv\.u.;
49~Alhkkt II. liAYKs, M. D., Resident and ConI
Mo. Is Main St
Banking
Bank

Only such rates <>t premium a.-keil, a will equalize the
burden between the Company and the assured.

Just

j

i

to
ouack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless
of the life and health of others, then* are those among
them who even perjure themselves, contradictiug giving
mercury to their patients, or that it is contained in their
nostrums, so that the "usual fee" may he obtained for
professedly curing, or 44the dollar," or fraction ot it,"
may be obtained for the nostrum, it Is thus that munv
are deceived, also, and spend large amounts for experiments with quackery.
DU, DIX’S
some

No. 4 BULFINCH STREET,
moderate. Communications sacredly
j charges are and all
BOSTON, ! confidential, very
(Opposite lievere Mouse,)
may rely on him with the strictest
f 1111 E Trustees of this Institution take
pleasure in au- secrecy ami confidence, whatever may be ttie disease, can
or
dition
situation
of
L. nouncing that they have secured the services ot the I
any one, married or single.

NOSLAVERV TO LOCALTARIFFS.

Belfast,

|!

1.0IMI S
\o. IO II

F. H.

;

BUT ALL
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HAYFORD BLOCK.

Corsets,
Spool Cotton,
yds
Prints,

—

U HUM UAL.

No Board Combinations

Call Before

O UrT

New Goods at

!
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that will suit any one, All warranted Work an
slock, and made by MKN, not HoYS. linntd making a
change in my bushier' I
advt rti-i'

Belfast June

lt?CU.

a bo \ e.
In A IHaJS
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